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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The visual aquisition of militarily significant objects in a natural terrain

environment has, in the past two decades come to the forefront as a major

consideration in the design of future military weapon systems. With the surge

in sophistication of military hardware design, there is still a strong reliance on

the capabilities of the human observer to successfully locate, identify, and bring

fire upon enemy elements before he himself, is destroyed. This location of the

mmy threat is most often accomplished without the assistance of any clues or

devices other than the appearance of an object in the terrain. J.

-> Milita planners now rely heavily on computer-simulated war games to

evaluate the desirability and investigate tactics and employment of proposed

weapon systems in a combat environment. Other questions which might be

asked are how certain changes in a system affect performance in combat. How-

ever, construction of sophisticated computer-simulation techniques has outpaced

the development of models adequately describing the capabilities of the human

visual system to locate and identify the enemy. In this thesis, models of the

visual detection of stationary and moving targets in a natural terrain setting arc

developed, with emphabis toward their implementation in a combat simulation. tv
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The Detection Phenomenon

The ability of the human vioua] system to successfully locate a threat-

ening enemy plays an important role in the outcome of any battle. The detection

of objects of military significance has been defined by Richardson (1963) as

".,.the act or process whereby an observer gains knowledge of the presence,

the nature, and the location of an object of immediate or potential interest as

a target. In applications related to military problems, it has been the usual

practice to discuss target acquisition in terms of target detection, identification

and location. It is by no means obvious that operationally significant distinc-

tions can be made between the detection and identification parts of the acquisi-

tion process which hold true over the complete spectrum of tactical situations

and conditions". Boynton and Bush (1955) discuss the phenomenon further:

"The perception of a critical target can be complicated by the fact that the

observer might think he sees something,but is uncertain as to its particular shape

or configuration. This type of perception is compatible with the definition of

detection in the practical.. .situation, in which the observer identifies some

object of Irterest, although he may be unable to categorize it further. If, how-

ever, the observer is able to identify the object as belonging to a particular

class of objects or as having particular attributes, we may safely surmize that

he has not only detected an object but that he has also recognized it. Obviously, [

recognition implies prior experience, in so far as one cannot categorize a

completely novel object."

4W [
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From these statements, it is seen that detection, per se, is by no means

an easily described process. A wealth of visual detection data has been collected

in the past two decadee. rhese data, taken under laboratory and field-based

conditions, include both the detection of uniform-luminance diskes silhouetted

apinst homogenous, uniformly illuminated backgrounds as well as the detection

of complex three-dimensional objects in a natural setting. Data taken under

these two diverse conditions have obvious advantages and disadvantages for

application to a model of visual detection. Data taken in the laboratory under

the careful control of the experimenter are lacking in realism since the conditions

under which they are -ollected do not mimic natural conditions. Data taken in 3

the field environment are most often of a specialized nature and the conditions

under which they are collected are usually not sufficiently controlled. In this

thesis, data of both kinds are used in the development of models of visual detec- \

tion.

Protbility Models

The ability of an observer to detect an object in a natural environment

Is dependent on the conditions of the target, its surroundings, and the observer.

The time required to distinguish the target frora other elements in the terrain

has been used as a measure of detection performance (Stollmack, 1965). The

occurrance of a detection Nithin time t is a probabilistic event (Koopman, 1946).

Stollmack (1963) has suggested that the negative exponential distribution de-

scribes the detection time of a human observer. The detection time model

suggested by Stollmack is summarized below.
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The probability, P (At t), that a detection occurs in a small time

Interval (t, t * A t) cndltioisal on not detecting up to time t can be written

(Stollmack, 1965) as:'

P (At t)=Xt) At +(t) j.1)

where X (t) is the conditional detection rate at time t and it is assumed that

P (A t I t) is proportional to the length of time, A t.

Given the conditional probability, P (A t It), the cumulative probabilities,

P (t + t), of detection ir, a time (t + A t) or less can be written as:

P (t+ At) = P(t) + 1 - P(t) [.(t) At ( (At) , (1.2)

where P (t) is the cumulative probability of detecting in time t or less. Re-

arranging terms in equation 1.2, we have:

P (t t) P (t) ( ti ) (t) - t) (1.3)

At At

If it is assumed (A t) approaches zero as A t approaches infinity, taking the
At

limit of equation 1.3 as A t approaches zero yields:

p Mt M- QQ(t) \ t lt - -Plt)} , 1.4)

where p (t) is the unconditotul probability density fumction, the derivative of the

(&t)= (t) At 2 + X (t) At 3 + ....
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cumulative density function P (t). Solving the differential equation given above,

P (t) becomes:

P (t) =  e 0 (1.5)

where T is a dummy variable.

Several assumpations about the form of the conditional detection rate can

be made. The simplest is that in which the rate is assumed constant during the ,0.

entire appearance of the target as showy, in Figure 1.

X~r ) - - "

0 -4T

Fig. 1.--Constant De .'ction Rate

This cLse is most certainly true when the target is stationary and the

environment in which it is located is fairly stable (no extraneous clues). How-

ever, for moving targets, detection clues are constantly changing, altering the

form of the conditional detection rate. If these changes in the appearance of

the target occur instantaneously during the course of the movement and are

measurable, the detection rate will remai, constant depending on the relative

effect of the environmental change. If it is assumed that the effect of the change

is constant until another change occurs, the detection rate will assume the form

shown in Figure 2.

EMS
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X(T)

?X

1 2 3 14 IF 16 T

-- g. 2. -D-ktect io Rate Changing hsmtlntanuously With Timle

In Figure 2, the target heconcs intervisible to the observer at time 0 and

his a conditiona I detection rate e(ut l to I At time T1 , al abrupt change In

tho characteristics of the tirget pal) r'nt to the ohsCc-vcr ONcur, such as

chnni(c in appa3rent y elocity, 'ontlslst oft t' la'vct with it. a)ckground, or :I

cluinge in appalrent size,. l'his podtes a changt iI th (EtWt'ovOn ratot, the

observer, raiisiig4 it to a level 2 af'ter time T Similar cha nges occur tirmugh-

out the course of the target's movement until it disappearM- from view. This

case of abruptly chanm.g detection r'at is disckissed fill ther In Chapter 1,

where data collected by 11rovil (196(6 r cs( to estimate th, detection ='att.,,

1 ( I 1, '2 . .. .\ e'-c ription o.. the experimon('t conducted Il,, bro wn to

measure the dtlection limes of observers III the fteld is given mn Appemni. A

In truth, tin, deti .iiOl r tie0 ((o'', not usallly undergo wthe arut ('h1ilp ,, t

shovn n l'igutr ,. 'l'z h w ' r. v ,' elh co " ,cuibtlto anrd O ctic r 'oe £' t ":k ,

i*' ,..$>
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so that the detection rate would more often appear as shown in FIgure 3, where

X(*r ) is a continuous function of time (depending on the movement trace of the

target and/or the observer).

"JrT

0/ T

Fi.3'4lpteiudFrno h odtinlDtcinRt

Fi.3 -l xhszdFr fthe conditional Detection ate wihi optbewt optrsmlto

becusreofthe igh numbloer wfichdraes o anethiseo aeiwo thecliteratelo

pertinent to vibsuil dJetection. This model whichi combines elements of search

and psychophysical data is of the form:

(T = LP g T

h.4
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where Ip is tle rate at which fixations (glimpses) are made by the observer, p

is a constant which corrects for the number of forms in the scene which resemble

the target (confusing forms), and g (S,-") is the probability that the target is

detected a a single glimpse, a function of a set environmental variables, S,

and the time -r

A model which predicts the single-glimpse detection probability, g(S, -r),

developed in Chapter 3, draws heavily on the discussion of the pertinent litera-

tare on the detection phenomenon, discussed in Chapter 2. The model discussed

in Chapter 3 predicts the single-glimpse detection probability based on the best

evidence available to the writer. '1

In Chapter 3, environmental variables such as target and terrain

reflectance and the position of the source illuminating the target and terrain are

used to predict the luminance of the target and its surrounding. Contrast of

the highlighted and shaded areas of the target with the background and foregr'zund,

respectively, are used in an expression for the single-glimpse detection proba-

bility of the target. To derive this expression several simplifying assumptions

are necessary. These assumptions are made according to the evidence pres-

ented in the litcrature review (Chapter 2) and the Judgment of the writer. With

these assumptions data is available to permit derivation of the model. During

the course of this thesis, it will become evidenL to the reader that additional

basic data concerning the detection phenomenon are quite necessary. However,

since only a limited amount of very basic data is available it must suffice for

the development contained in Chapter 3. The development of a detection-time

N.,
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model with continuous -time detection rate, hereafter called the "glimpse model"

Is presented in Chapter 4. The validity of the "1glimpse model" is rather difficult

to estbecuseof the limtid capability to obtain depetidable continuous physical

measures of the quatititieB used in Its development and an inability to approxi-

mate its time dependency with any great accuracy. For these reasons, the

reader must digress a step and consider a model developed and tested for abrupt

changes In the detection rate based on actual field data. The form of the detwc -

tion rate from the glimpse model should be close to that of the abrupt-change

model with rminor fluctuations as shown in Figure 4.

___Model based on field data
Xcr with abrupt changes in X (Tr)

Glimpse Model based on
Th eo r

T , V

Fig. 4. -- Comparison of the Conditional Detection Rate for the
Model Based on Field Data with that of ile Glimpse
Model.

Detection-time data are available from an experiment conducted by Brown (1966).

From these data, it is possible to estimate the conditional detection rate in
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each of the time intervals used in the simplified probabilistic model. Moving

pictures of the scenes used by Brown were availale, so an attempt was made

to Investigate the correspondence between the glimpse model and the simplified

model. However, it was impossible to measure all of the target scene variables

necessary for complete validation. The method ot validation and unsuccessful

attempts to collect data from films are discussed at the end of Chapter 4. k
Chapter 5 contains a discussion of the area of target detection research,

with emphasis on the implications of the models contained in this thesis. As ""d

will be noticed from time to time, an extensive amount of additional data are

needed to improve the resolution of the model. Some of these data needs are 1,

discussed in the final chapter.

4\
, 4



CHAPTER 2

FACTORS AFrECTINC TARGET DETECTION

Light contains information of the iature of objects in the environment.

Structures or ratterns of different intensities and compositions (such as margins,

texture, pattern, contour or form) evolute responses in the individual. The

geometric perspective of these clues are used to analyze information aboat the

envi ronmeut.

The eye is an instrument exploring the environment employing pursuit,

compensatory and saccadic movementa which produce a response to the environ-

ment. Vernon (1S57) suggests that:

"Perception is selective and is determined in accordance with
the classification of incoming sensory data into organized
categories of schemata, in which the sensory dcta are selected
and combined systematically with the relevant cognitive dstL
and tendencies to appropriate action." Furthermore, "Schemata
are utilized to form hypotheses about the nature of the immediate
situation. These hypotheses are tested by attempting to select
from the incoming sensory data those which fit them. Dati_ that
do not fit may be ignored or rejected. If they are unusually vivid
or persistant, the observer may take some active measures to
check them and if necessary, to modify the hypotheses to
accomodate them. If data are inadequate or ambiguous, the ob-
server will perceive what his schemata lead him to expect. Where
schemata are too broad or insensitive to afford perceptions that
are acciurate in every detail, they may be refired by perceptual
learning."

Detection as discussed in Chapter 1 Is a subclass of the phenomenon of perception

discussed by Vernon. The task of the observer is to classify the object into a

recognizable subset based on a known set of attributes. This classification

11
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systemn, Inbon i th observer, is affected onl by the physical appearance of

the object. This chapter is denoted to a discussion of several recent experi-

mental works, conducted bo0th In the 11aboratory and the field, to identify some of

these factors and quantify their influence on detection and identification per-

formance. The lollowing factors are explored In some detail:

1. Target Size

2. Target Shape

S. Confusin'g Forme

4. Eye Movements

5. Target -to -Background Contrast

6. Target Form

7. Target Motion

The effects of these factors are then used in Chapter 3 to predict the

probability that a target in a natural terrain setting is detected on a single

glimpse. Information in this chapter Is again used in Chapter 4 to predict the

ooiA&tonal detection rate, X (T) discussed in Chapter 1.

Target Size

The effect of target siz.e on detection has been Investigated by several ~

experimenters. It has been shown (Kincaid, et al._L 1960) that the probability

of detecting P. tsarget increases as its apparent size to the observer increases.

Target detection is discussed in terms of an "element contribution" theory of

astial summation which predicts that the threshold decreases as. the target

size increases. Steedman and Baker (1960) conducted aexperiment to
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to determine how the ability of an observer to identify an object is affected by the Z

size of the object in a complex abstract display. Targets were generated on a

90,000-cell matrix of confusing forms. After being shown a reproduction the

target in the same orientation as it was to be seen, the subject was told to locate

the target in the display containing the confusing forms. The major finding was

that identification time was constant for targets above 12 minutes of arc, while

performance deteriorated for targets below 12 minutes. Ric.hardson (1962)

measured the maximum sighting range for ships of various lengths at sea.

Figure 5 shows the relationships between the range at which 50 percent of the

observers detected the ship and the length of the ship. From this figure, it

can be seen that larger targets (ships having greater length) are detected before

the smaller targets (that is, at high target-to-observer ranges, large targets

are naturally more detectable than small targets). In a study by Boynton and

Bush (1955) it was shown that the probability of recognizing (identifying)a target

form increases as the target-to-obeerver size increase'i regardless of the

nature (shape) oi the form. Fox (1956) investigated the effect of object size on

both detection and recognition. Circles, irregular shapes, squares, triangles,

crosses, and stars of three different sizes were preseuted to observers. It

was shown that an increa3e in object sie decreased the detection and rec -

ognition threshold and increased the frequency of correct identification.

The results of these few experiments illustrate a ratherintuitive notion

about target detection ability. That is, the larger a target appears to the

observer, the easier it is to detect and identify. However, a rimeasure of this
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0

6 -

4

0 100 200 300 400 50 0

Ship Length - Feet

Fig. 5. -- Fifty Percent Sighting Range of a Ship At Sea Versus Length
of Ship.
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target size is not so intuitive, since the shape of a target commonly encountered

in a natural envtrorunent is very complex, presenting an infinite number of

linear dimensions which might qualify as that measure which *te .ct-

ability. That measure of size most often used is the a ular subtense of t e

2target, defined as (Wulfeck, et al., 1958):

"The angle subtended by an object of vision at the nodal
point of the eye. The magnitude of this angle determines
the size of the corresponding retinal image, irrespective
of the size or distance of the object."

This definition can apply to any linear dimension of the target, be it the diameter

of a circular target, the greatest linear dimersion of a rectangular or complex

target, or the perimeters of any shaped target (Harris, 1964). Most of the

psychophysical data available on object detectability use the angle subtended by

the diameter of a circular target as the measure of target size (Blackwell, 1946;

Taylor, 1964). The use of these banic psychophysical data to predict the detect-

ability of a complex target in a complex natural environment is discussed in

Chapter 3.

Taret Shape

Closely related to the size of the target is its shape or "form" apparent

to the observer. Targets typically encountered in the field are complex three-

dimensional objects which, due to changes in surface orientation relative to the

observer and the illuminating source (the sun, etc.), appear as a pattern of

2Boynton and Bush (1957) investigated the differential effect of target

size as opposed to observer to target distance on the probability of correct
identification. For targets subtending the same visual angle, the percent
correct recognition for the physically smaller targets was 32.1 percent, while
the physically larger targets used to imulate the same distance were correctly
Identified only 27.0 percent of the time.
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brightnesses which must be discerned by the observer as the object of interest.

Most studies investigating target shpae have been performed with rather simple

two-dimensional objects (circles, squares, rectangles, triangles, etc.) Smith

(1961) measured the mean time required to identify variously shaped targets

(triangles, squares, pentagons, and hexagons) from similar confusing forms

(circles of the same area and contrast) In a circular display. Figure 6 shows Z'

the effect of target shape on the mean search time for four observers. From

Figure6 it is noted that as the number of sides the form has Increases, so

does the mean search time. This suggests that as the shape of the target

approaches that of the other forms in the display, it is more difficult to -A

Identify or discriminate from these other forms. In the field situation, this 
"A

would correspond to a target whose shape or form is altered by the use of -'A

camoflage to resemble elements of the terrain. The results of a study by

Lamar, Hfecht, Shlaer, and Hendley (19 17) indicate that the ratio of the length

of a rectanguiar target to its width significantly affects the ability of an ob-

server to detect the object. As shown in Table I, the contrast threshold of the

target increases with this ratio at two of the different levels of background

lumi;iance studied. In Table 1, it appears for targets of the' same area threshold

contrast is essentially constant wher the ratio of length tD width of the target is

below seven. Hlowevr, for targets f equal area having ratios of length to

width above seven, the threshold contrast appears to increase.

3Contrast threshold will be discussed later in this chapter.
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Fig.6. -Mea SerchTime as a Function of Target Shape

(from Smith (1961)).
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TABLE 1

REL.ATIONSHIIP BETWEEN THRESHOLD CONTRAST AND TARGET AREA
FOR RATIO, (L1W) OF LENGTH TO WIDTH OF A RECTANGULAR

TARGET TAKEN FROM LAMAR, et al., 1947

Background Lumii- Target Area LLLL
nance (ft launIerts) (min ) -= -W -=2 W

0.50 0.331 0.288 0.402 0.631
0.75 0.205 0.207 0.252 o.470
1.00 0.138 o.154 0.1871 0.3V2

1.50 0.102 0.118 0.172 0.278

2903.00 0.0582 0.0662 0.108 0.166
10.00 0.0321 0.0330 0.0445 0.9506
50.00 0.0167 0.0167 0.0162 0.0226

100.00 0.0196 0.0132 0.0141 0.0189
300.00 0.0166 0.0132 0.0117 -

800.00 0.0200 0.0158 0.0109

0.50 0.715 0.850 1.020 1.540
0 0.75 0.450 0 576 0.750 1.24o

1.00 0.373 0.434 0.553 0.911
1.50 0.282 v1.330 0.461 0.702

3.00 o. 141 0. 17 7 0.228 0.382I
17510.00 0.9594 0.0716 0.115 0.161

50.00 0.0306 0.0312 0.0394 0.0572
100.00 0.0244 0.0237 0.0266 0.008
300.00 0.0197 0.0165 0.0154

800.00 0.0195 0.0162 0.0141

________ ______ ____________ ________ - __________
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Based on these results, the authors suggest that luminance around the

edce of the target, not its area, dictates detectability. In a derivative study

by Nachman (1953), verifying the results of Lamar, et al., it was found that

targets which varied in area but were equal in the amount of useful edge had equal

contrast thresholds, as hypothesized by Lamar and his colleagues.

In the experiment conducted by Fox (1956), discussed earlier, the shape

(circle, irregular figure, square, triangle, cross and star) of the object did

not affect the detection threshold for small targets. However, for larger :

size targets, shape did have a pronounced influence on the detection threshold.

However, according to the results of Fox, shape did have significant effect

on the identification threshold. The irreguh.; figure and the cross had higher

recognition thresholds than the circle, star, square and trian(le. Based on his

results, Fox suggests that complex, more unfamiliar forms are nore difficult

to identify than the simple, more familiar forms.

Zusne and Michels (1962a, 1962b) in an atterapt to quantify target

shape, asked subjects to rate several target shapes, cn a point scale according

to their regularity or familiarity. Bilaterally symmetrical shapes (squares,

rectangles, diamonds, and parallelograms) were judged more familiar than

asymmetrical shapes. It was also suggested that compactness as indicated by

q

the ratio of perimeter t- area and elongation (ratio of length to width) contributed

aignificantly to familiarity of a shape, and consequently the ease with which it is

identified by an observer.

-.. r 2;
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Kristofferson (1957) and Kincaid, et al., (1960) disctw detection in

trms of an "elemtnt contribution" theory which predicts that for equal area, all

non-circular tartgets should have higher contrast thresholds 50 percent level

than circular ones. Data are premented which indicate thal, circles have the

lowest contrast threihold followed by simple geometric forms (squares, truingles, j

stars, etc,) , and loing thin rectanglbs.

Kristoffersoi and Blackwell (1957) measu red the contrast threshold for

circles, squares, rectangles, crosses, and .everal other regular target

shapes in a uniform background. Circular targets were found to have the

lowest contrast threshold, while the contrast threshold of rectangles increases

* as the ratio of length to width increased. This result agrees fairly with the

* results of lAmar, ilecht, Shlaer, and P'endley (1947) discussed earlier in this

chapter. Based on their results, Kristofferson and Blackwell (1957) conclude

that geometrical forms (squares, crosses, tars, etc.), which were equal in

area to a 32 minute diameter circle, had approximately the same contrast

threshold as the circle. Thus, for targets of tius size, target shape has very

little effect on detectability, and can be neglected. Duntley (1964) genoralzes"

the relative importance of size to shape by stating that the ". .. shape of an

object is of minor consequence compared with the effect of angular size". The

effect of having forms in the display which rest-mble th,. target both in size

and shape is discussed in the following s'ction.
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Confusing Forms

ObJocts other than the target in the area in which an observer is search-

Ing can compete for his attention because they closely resemble the target. In

a natural scene these similar forms are almost impossible to isolate and

enumerate since it is not known how the eye processes information contained In

a visual stimulus. Any number of light and dark spots in the scene, while not

really resembling the target, attract the observers attention and affect his ability

to successfully detect and 'dentify iho obj ect of interest. In an attempt to quantify
4A

the effect of conflicting search cues on search behavior, t'xperimenters (Smith,

1961; Boynton and Bush, 1957) have placed a target whose configuration is known

to the observer in a field of similar geometric forms, and required to subject to

correctly discriminate the true target form from the confusing forms,

Boynton and Bush (1957) investigated the ability of observers to correctly

identify a known geometric form presented in a display containing similar

sh'uniforms (c'onfusing forms) having curved edges. The contrast of the forms

with the background, the numbev and size of the confusing forms, and the time

that the display was exposed to the subject were varied. Exposure times of :1,

6, 12 and 24 seconds were used and the number of confusing forms was either

8, 16, 32, 64, 1128, 256, 512 or 1024. Target to background contrasts of -1. 00,

-. 85, -,67, -. 44, and -. 18 wNere used. To reduce false detections, a reward

was given he subject for a correct response to a target presentation. A reward

(motivating) level was discovered which resulted in Ppproximutely 5 percent of

the detections being false.
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Figure 7 shows the probability that the target was correctly identified from the

confusing forms as a function of the exposure time and the total number of forms

In the display, averaged over all target-to-background contrasts.

Smith (1961) also suggests that search time depends on the number of

objects in the display and the similarity between the object of interest and the

false targets. Smith used a regular polygon (triangle, square, pentagon, and

hexagon) as the target and circles of equal area and contrast as the confusing

forms. To minimize false detections, after each trial, the sheet upon which

responseswere scoredwas marked incorrect or correct. On this score sheet

was a circular display upon which the approximate location of the target was

marked. Pay was contingent on speed and accuracy of response. A report of

performance was given after each display presentation. Errors or false

detections were penalized whenever they occurred-most severely &during early

sessions, leas severely during later orcS.

The time required for an observer to successfully locate the target was

measured as a function of the number of forms in the display. Figure 8 shows

the results obtained by Smith for square targets contained in a display of circular

false targets. He suggests that the equation,

log t =mlogN+n (2.1)

where m is theslope, n is the intercept N is the number of confusing forms,

and t is the time required to correctly identify the target, explains observer

performance. In the same experiment, Smith varied the difference betwen the
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size of target and false target and the contrast of the target and false target with

the background. Figure 9 shows the time required to locate a square target in

a display containing 256 false (circular) targets as a function of target-false

target percent size and contrast difference. Percent contrast difference is de-

fined as the ratio of the target to pseudotarget contrast multiplied by 100. If

CT is the contrast of the target with the background and CPT is the contrast of

the pseudotarget with the background the percent contrast difference, C is: -,

C- CT (100) . (2.2)

Percent size difference is defined as the ratio of the area of the target to the

area of the pseudotarget multiplied by 100. If AT is the area of the target and

APT is the area of the pseudotarget, the percent size difference, A, is

AT
A = (100). (2.3)

PT

From Figure 9, it can be seen that search time increases as the size and contrast

of the false targets approaches the size and contrast of the true target.

These studies indicate that increasing the number of competing stimuli

in a display degrades the ability of an observer to successfully locate a

target. While the forims used by Smith and Boynton and Bush were easily

countable due to the carefully cout-rolled nature of the laboratory experiments,

there is no existing methodology for locating auch forms in a natural scene.

Since, confusing forms in t natural scene will undoubtedly vary within each scene

fvo =1
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Fig. S. -- Tlme Required to Idenfftya Square Target as a Function of the
Nuber of Circular Confuuing Forms of the laine Ares, and
Contrist a the True Target Taken from Smith (1061).
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Fig. 9. --Mean Search Time as a Function of Target-Cordusing Form
Size and Contrast Difference Taken from Smith (1961).
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fra the target in size, contrast, aix! shape, making them impossibe to isolate,

some other interpretation of competing stimuli must be mades. A measure of

competing stimuli, which is still measured subjectively but is somewhat

ea&der to verify, is discuseed in Chapter 4.

ase Movemer.

The way the observer looks for a target affects his ability to successfully

loate the target Many techniques have been devised for recording the movre-

meat o( the eye as it sokriahas a display. These me~tds are described In

Alpers (1962).

Whien an observer is performing a search task, the eyes do not scan

swoothly over the area of search responsibility, but sporadically in a series

of jumps called "scadic" movements (Smith and! Semmeiroth), 1961), soerate

by brief pauses called "fixations" (Ford, et al., 1959). For all practical pur-

poses, theso fixational pauses are the ouuly periods during which detection can

occur (White, 1964), and conmoquently are of moet importance. These fixations]

putss are often referred to aj "glmpes" at the object of interest. Sith and

Semnmolroth (1961) suggest that peripheral visaon playt a major role in visual

search:

* ~... .the eyes usually move b&1I4Ai&y f rem ame quite clearly
* ~ ned object or element in the display to athr suck element,N

deOwmined before movement begins. For OUi to occur, Goe

object of each succeeding fixation must be Psoofted peripherally
before it is perceived fovially."
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The duration of the fixational pause and ballistic movement, measured

Uner several different cnditions, Is discussed below.

Ford, White and Lichtensteln (1959) suggest that when the observer is

* lookhqg for an object in a relatively homogeneous field, the average duration of

de fixation is about 0. 27 second, with nose loe than. 0. 10 second. Due to the

time taken by the saccadic movements, several Investigators (e. g., White*

1964; Ryll, 1962) suggest that 3 fixations can be expected each second under

free search situations. However, as the scene becomes more complex (as

more forms compete for attention), the average duration of the fixation decreases. <

Townsend, Enoch adFry (1958) measured the fixation duration of an observer

searching a display with varying complexity. Complexity was reduced by passing

opaque filters of several densities between the display and the observer. Their

results suggest that a smaller area per unit of search time is co-ered for the

complex scenes (those scenes unblurred). it is also suggest-ed that the average

duration of the eye fixation increases as the overall contrast of the sceoe is

reduced and the average extent of individual eye movements decreases as the

overall contrast Is reduced as a result of blurringby the opaque filter. The

effect of scene com~plexity defined as the relative amount of blur present in the

scone, on fixation duration, as suggested by Townsend, Enoch, and Fry is given

4Blur is a measure of edge definition and distortion and is not necessarily
completely described by a contrast measurement Targets of equal contrast
in displays with different degrees of blur are not equally detectable.
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in Figure 10. From Figure 10, it appears that the duration of the fixation is

fairly constant at 0. 25 for the unblurred and slightly blurred displays and in-

creases rapidly as the complexity of the scene decreases. These results

would suggest that fog, haze, and smoke would not only affect single-glimpse

detection probability (the probability of detection on a single fixation pause) in

Ow field by degrading target contrast, but will increase search time by increas- '4-h
* ing the average duratiou of a fixation.

The effect of display size on the fixation duration has been investigated " :

by Emock and Fry (1958). The results of this study given in Figure 11, indicate

&tat the fixation duration is fairly constant (0.35 second) for display subtending

a vlwal angle greater than 10 degrees. However, as the sike of the display

decreases (below 100), the duration of the fixation increases at an increasing

rate. The results discussed in this section indicate that a glimpse duration of

approximately 1/3 second is appropriate for essentially all search conditions

In the field except extreme conditions of fog, haze, or smoke. In the following I

section the probability of detecting a simple cr- -'lar target as a function of Its

contrast with its surrounding& during one fixation (glimpse) is discussed.

Taget-to-Background Contrast

The apparent contrast, C, of a target is defined in psychophysical terms

as the ratio of the difference between the brightness of the target, Bt, aud its

sr rrcvnings, B., to the brightness of the surroundings (Blackwell, 1946); . e.,

Bt- Be
C as 0(2.4)

B5
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where Bt and B are brightnesses as seen at the observer's position. Being

the result of a asatlon, brightness is not measurable. However, the lumin-

am* of the background and foreground, the physical counterparts of brightness,

are usad to calculate Inherent brightness contrast. The inherent contrast of

tM target Co , is defined as:

i Co 110- LsI. 0 -L 5  (2.5)

wbore L is the luminnce at a point on the object and L in u lumInanoe at
0 5

a pd on the surface surrounding the object, both measure at- the targe.

The apparent contrast C, is that contrast acto~y seen bky, the obsorver. It to

mmally less than CO because the particles In the atmosphere between the ob-
0

server and target attenuate some of the contrast by scattering and abeorbton.

This degradation in contrast, which is a function of the atmospheric conditions

(fog, smoke, haze, etc.) and the target-to-observer range, Is discussed in

Cftar 3.

In the detection literature, the contrast that is usually mentioned iw that

apparent contrast which results In a 50 percent probability of detection. This

is known as the threshold contrast, Ct. Blackwell (1946) conducted an extensive

sthy to determine the effect of target size and basktozmd brightness on the

contrast threshold of targets exposed to the observer for 1/3 secori. Taylor,

(1960a, 1960b) extended Blackwell's work to larger targets. Their data, shown

in Figure 12 apply only to circular targets Yiewed against a background of

uniform luminance.

4 C4

ALLI
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TABLE 2

CONTRAST THRESHOLD FOR LFFERENT SIZE TAGE'TS AS A FUNCTION|h
OF THE ANGULAR U16TANCE OF THE TARGET FROM THE

FIXATION DIRECTION ACCORDING TO TAYLOR (1961)

Degraes f4rom fix-
ation direction Taxget Size (iminutes of arc)

100 1.74 3.60 15.0 120.0

0 0. U30 0.196 0.0)488 0.0162 0.0078
1.25 0.771 - 0.0793 0.0214 0.00921
2.50 1.39 0.386 0.0960 0.040 -
5.00 2.75 0.786 0.218 0.0356 0.0121
7.50 3.72 1.03 0.278 0.0465 0.0127

10.00 4.5, 1.48 0.333 0.0657 0.0135
12.00 5.73 1.69 0.s45 0.0725 0.0154

6t

"il

t ~'

-b?
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where a Is the standard deviation of the normal ogimo Divkif the numerator

and denominator of the argument of * in equation 2.7 by the contrast threshold,

te slngt-glimpse detection probability, g, becoms:

C ,C/

a/c

akwell (1963) suggests that the ratio a/C t Ini eqution 2.8, remains

cosatregardless of the time the target io expoaod,' the size of the target,

and the backgrotnd luminance. Data presented in Mackwell (1963) are dis-

cussed below to illustrate the effect of targe-scene variables (stimulus

ocaitos) on Owe ratio C

Effett of Target-Scene Variables on the Ratio c/Ct

* The uffect of target size, target shape, and background luminance (adaption

brightaess) on the ratio l/Ct has been stodied by several experimentrs (Black-

well, 1983). Results from sxporiments discussed in Blackwell (1963) illustrating 1

the effect of target-scene 'variables on o/C~ are discussed in the following three 1

tt

Data given in Blockwell (1963), t~km frv a stu*y by Blackwell and law .

(1958) Indfcat, that the ratio a/Ce tIncreases as the background huminaue

decreases. For a oonmtnt exposure time of 0. 01 seooomi and target diameters

at one to 45 minutes o( arc, the ratio a/C, veile s awn in Figurm 13.
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t Taylor (1961) suggests that the contrast threshold changes with the retinal

L position of the objoct In the field of view. The results of this study, given In

Table 2, Indicate that the threshold contrast increases as the location of the

target from the point of fixation Increases. This Implies that the probability of

detecting a target in the periphery is less than the probability oc detecting the

V same target when the fixation is located directly on the target.

Blackwell (1946) and Duntley (1964) demonstrate that for these simpleq

(circular) targets of uniform luminance viewed against backgrounds of uniform

huminance, targets of equal contrast brighter and darker than their background

a"e equal in detectability. It is customary to refer to targets brighter than

their background as having positive contrast, and targets darker than ther

background as having a negative contrast. Most often the sign of tOe apparent

contrast ts ignored (Duntley, 1964), so that equation 2. 4 becomes

B5

whie _5 I I the absolute value of the quantity t-B

Blackwell (1963) suggests that the detection probabilit of a circular

object with apparent contrast, C, is given tq

(g tj (2.7)
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From Figure 13, it appears that the ratio a/C is a constant 0.44 at low back-

t
ground luminance and decreaees as background luminances increases (above

I foot candle).

T"rgt size

Blackwell (1963) also demonstrates the effect of target size on the ratio.

Data taken from experiments by Blackwell and Austin (1952) and Kristofferson

and Blackwell (1958) is given in Table 3. From Table 3, it can be seen that

Jthe ratio a/C for targets of varying size viewed for 0. 001 second at zero At
background Intensity varies without pattern between 0.308 and 0. 40;. These "4

das, taken from Blackwell and Austin (1963), Indicate that target se has a

random effect on the ratio at this bftokgrswdm luminano. and exposur. time.

Te data given in the second column of Table 3 also illustrate this random

effect. These data, taken from Kristofferson and Blackwell (1965), are for a

background luminance of 10 foot-lamberts aW exposure duration of 0. 01 second.

Data given in Blackwell (1963) indicate that the ratio ca/C remains
t

essentially constant for different target shapes. Ratios of a/Ct are given for

circles, rectangles, and complex forms. These data, reproduced in Table 4,

are taken from studies by Krtstofferson and Blackwell (1968) and Blackwell and

Smith (1959). Target sizes, exposure times, and background luminance were

different for the two studies. From Table 4, it can be seen that target shape

(for those shapes studied) has little effect on the ratio. TIe data also indicate,

as did the data of Figure 13, that the ratio a/C lWreases as background
t
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TABLE 3
14

EFFECT OF TARGET SIZE ON THE RATIO YC
AS GIVEN IN BLACKWELL (1963)

Target Diameter From Blackwell and From Krlstofferson
(min.) Austin (1952 c/Ct and Blackwell (1958)

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ a/Ct

64 0.367 0.285
320.402 0.338

16 0.308 .308
S 0.372 0.330
4 0.372 0.340
2 0.311 0.308
1 0.345 0.346

MEAN=0. 354 MEAN 0. 322

Exposure time 0.001 second 0. 01 second

Backgrouind Luminance zero 10 foot-lamberts

'z A'.

I A
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TABLE 4

EFFECT OF TARGET SHAPE ON THlE RATIO a/Ct
AS GIVEN IN BLACKWELL (1963)

From Kristofferson wWn From Kristorson

1Z1;BlcwelO168 M fat 199

o/- - -
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Fig. 13. -- Effect of Background Luminance on the Ratio Clt
For a Constant Exposure Time of 01 Second.i A
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luminance decreases for constant exposure time for targets having shapes

other than circular.

Th. effect of randomized target aft"e, vqpoaurs dies, aixi background

luminance on the ratio a/C was investigated by Blackw*Uli d McCreody (1958).
t

Data given by Blackwell and McCready, reproduced In Table 5, indicat, that

a Vpial value of O/C of 0. 390 can be used for moat stimdlu comlitions of
t

laberest. These data are based on 80, 000 observations obtaned from four ob- .

servers.

Scam'naton of the data presented in Blackwofl (196) iaet that the

nato acC varies very little over althe stimulus onditions Iwestigated.

Uackwell calculated the ratio o( qCi for 36 observers, representing over oniet

million data points. The values of ocit for tlese 36 observers are giveni in
t

Table~ 6, taken from Blackwell (1983). These observations taken from .uxek-

ous authors represent the measurements of ac for almost any conceivablet

combination of stimulus coriditions. From Table 6, it appears that q/C t varies

randomly betweenO0.314 and0. 584 . A X2 goodness of fi test performed on

the data given in Table 8 showed that 69e hypothesis that the dat comes from

a unfform distribution of the form:

I( k ) (2.9)

where,

am.314, and
b $6 54

cald not be reeWa th 05 velw.4
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TABLE 5

VALUES OF a/Ct DETERMINED BY BIACKWELL AND MCCRUDY (19S8) FOR
SEVERAL TARGET SIZES, BACKGROUND LUMIANCES, AND EXPOSURE iTIMS. WITHIN EACH CATEGORY, THE OTHER TWO VARIABLES ARE

CONF'OUNDED WITHIN THE VARIABLE OF INTEREST

Diamter of a, Backgrond LTami- , Exposure
STurgt (min) &/Ct mnce(foot-lamberts) 0,Ct Tlm(sec) a0 Ct

51.4 0.384 10 .45t7 1.0 0.467

12.8 0.397 10 082 0.1 0.370

3.21 0.418 1 10.398 0.01 0.358

0.802 0.367 0.1 0.420 0.001 0.333
0.420

0 0.419

GRAND MEAN. 390
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TABLE 6

VALUES OF a/Ca FOR 36 OBSERVERS AS GIVEN BY BLACKWELL (1963)
SUMMARIZED OVER SEVERAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION

Observer Number 0/Ct Observer Number 0/Ct

; 1 0.420 19 0.320 ,
2 0.479 20 0.470 +
3 0 .418 21 0.6,

i4 o.446 22 0.550
S, 00•467 23 0.3 92
6 0.491 24 0.491
7 0.47 25 0.46
8 o.463 2 0.54
9 0.46 27 0.519

10 0.370 28 0.400
11 0.434 29 0.409
12 0.411 30 0. 4W7
13 0.430 31 0.429 "
14 0.424 32 0.480
15 0.368 33 0.390
16 0.396 34 0.347
17 0.360 35 0,314
is 0.352 36 0.396

4

tty
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Madmum-likelihcod estimates of the mean and variance of the distribution

of a/Ct were calculated. It was found that the mean of the sample shown in

Table 6 is 0I. 434 and the variance is 0. 0061. Using a value, (0/Ct*, of cy/Ct

smpled from the uniform distribution given In equation 6, the probability, g,

a detecting the target on a single glimpse becomes:

C/C tt
9C J (2.10)

Equation 2. 10 now represents the single-glimpse detseoen proslUty for any 7

observer, based on a sample of 36 observers, supposedly chosen at random

from Ow universe of obsorvers and stimulus conditions. For the aver

observer, under randomized stimulus conditions, equation 2. 10 reduces to:.

g"* __!.___ 1. 11)

In equation 2. 11, the contrast threshold, Ct, was taken under the most

ideal laboratory conditions, that is, L e., all stimulus conditions were carefully

controlled. Subjects in the laboratory were told precisely where and when the

otmoulus was to appear, and were well practiced in the detection task (each

observer had detected several thousand such targets). Several investigators

(Taylor, 1964; Blackwell, 1958; Blackwell, 1967) have suggested that C be '4

t

multiplied by a constant, K, so that it applies to field conditions. This multi-

*Icative constant, often referred to as the fielid ftor, Is given by Taylor

6:4
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K n ki,(.2

whaere the I1  1 1,. n ') are the multiplicative constants causing the respec-

#we differwe 1 (1 =1,. .. n) between laboratory and field conditions. Black-

well (1958) siggests the use of three su~ch It as follows:

k =1. 09, to correct for lack of knowledge of target
1 size aind duration of appearance,

k2 1. 31, to correct for observer unertanty about where
the target Io to appear, and

)c 2.40, correction made when noessary to adjust
3 5forced-choice data to yea-so dtection data.

Taylor (1.964) suggests an additional factor, It4  1. 90, which corrects the

A, fxatrast threshold for the difference between trained and oaite observers. When

anl four of these conditions apptyequatiox 2.12 becomes:

4
K - k ,(2.13) I

wbich reduces to

K6.J.

With a total field factor K 6. 5, equation 2. 10 corrected for four differences

between laboratory and field corsditions becomes:-

C/6. 6(Ct) -x I
g9 (2.14)

5A comparison of thee "yae of data collection is givea in Lawoon(198).
wIn lt I

6b~ this expression, it is assumed t thi *'t"0, 000WM q s
oontrast threshold under field conuitlons, mIs 16 agmndffi dviation at the
normal 0 give in the bold, remains oonstant ad 0. 434,,
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No additional field factors, k (15..n4hvbeslo.ife

as extensive review of the current literature. However, it is oeivabe that

m .or allof the followlr-Z factors might otribsoa Wdqpaiatiouainfield

petta~mnoewhich would be reflected through fbe inotmusin ol addonal field

ho~rs Ineqmn ~L 14;
4A

1. Presence of sim.-lar forms in the beokgrun(znfusing forms), t

S. Mar=W- we- In th aaml e".Imee0t'

S. Geometric forrA of the targ tomplex as OesId to simple
circular targetsi),

L. I& scattering causing the iage to blur, and

B. Nectral and spacial idistribtiton of ligbt an te target's surface 4
(higlights aid ahm~ows).

U&I&3kweli and Bixel (19U) Investigated the effect of a omplex norn-

uudorm backgroun on the ontrast threshold of a cirealar trget. Three

son-unfform backgrouns were used with targets ot variss asz, hlumnos

adlocation in thebackground. ~Two of U akgrmid wr formed from ball

bearalags while the third was a torrain pho6Dgraph In general. it was found

* at

by the target, it was the target coftrat with the luminance at its

border which determined tag.et

This inplies that the deteectbilty of an objftt locaed uvywhere in a

oamplaK dipay having non-uniform hussee As waared at leamt Js pant by

its ontast with Its Immedlat uiu-r"It ~ With

point over the entiro display.
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The use of contrast threshold, discused in this section, to predict

object detectabilitj is discussed In Chapter 3. In Chapter 3 the object Is re-

I presented as a simple variously oriented three-dimensional object (sphere) so

I ftat the image formed by contrasting the object wi-t its surroundings can be

described without great difficulty.

As evidenced in theprcdndicsintevsmaotyfbsc

detection and recognition data has been obtained using simple (most often

aircular) taret ounform lumbmane. ThsWeo agtI adqu t

Idescribed byseiyn he contrast of t age with Its akrun n t
Ik

angular size (Blackwell, 1946). However, under most field coeditosms, the

targe is not simple in shape nor does It have uniform luminance. In such

cases, shadows and highlights within an object are strong clues for detection

and recognition. Therefore, with the large number of ways In which the rays

from the illuminating source strike the variously oriented surfaces of the target,

there are a correspondingly infinite~ number of sizes, Eshapes, and patterns an

* cw.t can present to an observer. clyo .igewn

"Complex photographc, high-resolution radar, Infrared, or
electro-oiptical images have beow the stimuli In miW~ psycho-
logical studies of target recogntion and pboto-interpretation.
The comparison or generalization of the results at thes studiles

hasbee alostimponalbe becauno gaequte, objecive
deiinAm.on or description of these stimuli hW been possible. An

I,), -X
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objective and quantitative measure of the struturb of an image
would make this comparison and generalization p l &d would
allow the determination of the relative importance of image
complexity in target identification.

For the purpose of this study, no attempt will be made to accurately describe

the form of the target which acts as a stimulus for detection, but several of

the Important characteristics of a patterned target-backgrowxl complex are

diaosmsed below.

The ability of an observer to discriminate this patterned target from

elemmts o the terrain in a natural scme has been the subject of conr4derable

research in recent years (Wulfeck and Taylor, 1961). The pattern of luminances

which the target presents to the observer must be recogised as the object of

Interest or detection and subsequent reoopitfon by the observer will not occur.

The difficulty with predicting the ability of an observer to successfully discrimi-

nate the target In to isolate the stimuli which initiate the detection and Identifi-

eatiwi response. Morris (1959) studied the effect of thJs "target pattern" on

detection and Wttflcatia. Morris states that a tLrgt is patterned:

... If it has distinguishable ar*as of various size and reflectance,
such that, as a whole, the target cannot be brought to zero con-
trast within a uniform background through adjustment of target
illumination."

This definition fits targets commonly encountered In a natural terrain scene, in

that the pattern of luminances created on the surface of the target and its surromd-

tugs presents an infinite mnber of contrat to Owe observer. Morrisr also states

that "the discernable elements In the patterned target moy be coAidered as

several Independest targets simultaneously viwed, ach wUh its own detaction

-- --
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rang.. Thlis fact to used In Chapter 3 to estimate the osingl.-glimpe prob-

abiity of the ta.-get, whore areas of dlifferent luminance formed on a simplified

rpresentation of the target are treated A Wmepet~Aent objects when contrasted

wft elements of the terraln nunl the target Itself.

11e reationship between complsxI#, recogition, and te nmber of

forms competing for the subject's attention was investigated bylNose (1956).

file several-slded two-dimensional targets were ooustwted uslng.

1. Right angles (regular fortns), a&M

X. Obtus aid acute &Wges (irregular formns).

The mesure ad complexity was the number of an~gles present in the form (target).

"amt is, a simple form had fewer angles present. The background against which

Soe targets were sllouetted were cd uniform luminance, 7Ue stndy was osdluted

with three levels of background luminase. A pay scheme was used to motivate

the subject to avoid false detections. The subject vas severely penalized each

time an Incorrect response was made. This minimized the number ofi false

debclos which had to be eliminated from the data analysis. The results of the

experiment showed that:

1. For the regular forms, there were more recognition errors
with the simple forms than with the oomplex: ones, but the
time required to recognize the targt was slightly lotger for
the complex figures.

L. For the Irregular forms, there was so difference in frequency
ad error between the simple and complex targets. but the time
required to recognize the target was longer for the complex
figures.
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These results indicate that as the number of abrupt changes in the outside sur-

faoes of a target form increases, the time required to correctly identify the

form increases, regardless of the nature ot these changes. Under field condi-

tioms, this suggests that a target having subtle changes in contour (such as

camoflage or shading) would be more difficult to identify than a simple uniform-

luminance target.

J age Characteristics

The quality and content of the image seen by the observer greatly effect

his ability to successfully detect or identify objects of interest on an artifical

laboratory display or in a natural environment. R~hode* (1964) attempted to

relate selected psychologically meaningful variables taken from aerial recon-

Waissace photographs to the difficulty observers had identifying targets in the

photographs. In this study, 200 photographs were first rated by 35 photo-

interpreters on an arbitrary scale between one and ten according to their

iMifficulty". These 200 photographs were then divided into two groups of 100

each having equal difficulty as measured by the arbitrary scale of the raters

who screened them. Typical target types contained in the photos were:

1. Bridge,

2. Storage tank(s),

3. Plane(s),

4. Dam,
5. Rowndhouse,

;! a '  
,159

!Z
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"'-I-..' " 7 .. . i

6. Ship(s),

7. Building(s), and

8. Others

The experiment was divided into two phases. In phase one, 20 subjects

were required to detect and identify targets of various shapes and sizes from

7each of 100 photographs after they had examined a 7/16" reproduction of it. In

the Other phase, 20 other subjects were asked to rate the same 100 images on a

scale from one to seven according to how strogl they felt the image had the

following subjective charixeteristics:

a. Frequency of occurrence in the picture of objects that cotld be
confused with the target.

b. Distinctiveness of the target shape, that is, how much the target
stands out because of its shape.

c. Amount and variety ot picture detail.

d. Distinctiveness of the target contrasts, 1. e., how much the
target stands out because of its lightness or darkness.

e. Size of target relative to size of other objects in the picture.

f. Freedom of target location, that is, the extent to which the
nature of the target allows it to be located anywhere in picture
(e. g., building has more freedom than bridge).

g. Homogeneity of picture content (excluding target).

h. Overall picture contrast, that Is, the ruge of black-white
gradation.

7 The 7/16" size was used since it was approximatelY the average size of

all objects viewed by the subject. This size reproduction was shown to all sub-
jects. It was felt that a reproduction of eacetly the same size would aid the sub-
Jeots too much.

''I
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1. Isolation of the target from background.

J. Distinctiveness of the target pattern, that Is, how much the target
stands out because of arrangement, detail and texture of its elements.

k. Sharpness or clarity of picture detail.

1. Distinctiveness of target size, that is, how much the target stands
out because of its size.

In addition to these twelve subjective measures of the difficulty of the

image the physical size in centimeters (m) and distance of the target from the

display center (in centimeters) (n) were measured.

Following the collection of phase-one and two data for the first set of 100

photographs, the roles of the two sets of subjects were reversed, that is, the

20 subjects who subjectively rated the first group of 100 photos, participated in

the detection phase for the second group of 100 photographs and those 20 subjects

who detected from the first group rated for the second group. Subjects con-

sisted of 20 trained photo-interpreters and untxained 20 college students. 8

Rhodes then attempted to relate the 14 measures (a, ... , n) of the images

omtent and quality mentioned previously to:.

1. The time required to detect and identify the target (T), and

2. The difficulty scale of the photograph obtained while the photos
were being screened (D).

8Ten each of the photo-interpreters and college students were assigned

to each group.

Il
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Linear multiple regressions (Hogg and Craig, 1960) of the form

T=cz o + (a) + (b) +... +a n (n) , (2.15)

and

D a +a (a)+ (b)+... +a' (n), (2.16)
o a b n

where a,..., a and a,..., a are constants determined from the values of

Ow variables T, D, a, b, c, d, e, f, g, hi, J, k, 1 m, and n ,were performed

on the data for the different sets of subjects. The regressions shown in equations

2.15 and 2.16 given by Rhodes did not necessarily include the effects of all of the

14 variables a, ... , n, since some of the constans a, ... , an were forced to

be zero to see whether they were significant in predicting either T or D. Multi-

ple correlation coefficients for 16 such relationships given by Rhodes ranged

from 0.73 to 0.90, meaning that up to 81 percent of the va'iability in the data

was explained by these 14 variables.

The results of this experiment indicate that any or all of the measures

Incorporated by Rhodes affect the detection time of targets in a photographic

display. It is quite clear that the targets contained in these photographs are not

pbysically similar to those contained in the films of Brown (See Appeadix A),

not only because of differences in viewiz angle and target type, but because of

target motion in the films of Brown. However, it is felt that the characteristics

presented here as quantified by Rhodes represent a good summary of the factors

in any natural target scene which dictate detectability of any obJect.

!IL •
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Tart Motion

Movement of the target across the field of view was shown by Brown

(1968) to be a significant variable affecting detection time. Due to the great

changes in the scene carried by motion of the target, it in an obvious clue. It

would be hypothesized that these same differences are caused by changes in the

terrain against which the target is silouetted, changing the apparent contrast

discussed earlier in this chapter. This hypothesis is discussed in Chapter 4.

Because this contrast changes continuIally for a moving target in a natural soone,

target motion is readily discernable to the observer. The effect of the target -

crossing velocity on detectability is considered as a variable affecting detection

performance in Chapter 4.

______u__ _,o_ _ I ,

In this chapter, basic laboratory ad field experiments condcted over

ths past four decades have been discussed. Data from these experiments, when

mmmined as a whole, give clues to the deteotion of objects in a complex environ-

met, although each individual piece may apply to only one specialized segment

of the entire problem. Using the experience and intuition of the author, these

data are incorporated in a model in Chapter 4 to predict the probability that a

complex target is detected in a natural environment. However, it must be "L

remembered that even with the complex developaisat which is to follow, the

phenomenon of field detection has been simplifled to the point that it may no

longer be valid. Since other attempts to do the same have resulted in conflicting

results, this must be regarded as simple another attempt. This philosophical

problem will bea mA/s.. in detail in Chapter 5 of thaWeeis.

r "'-



CHAPTER 3

TARGET CONTRAST

Introduction

A combat vehicle in a natural terrain setting will present a complex

luminance pattern to an observer. Contrast varies continuously along the edge

and across the face (internal surface) of such targets. That is, military targets

are not usually characterized by a single value of contrast as are the simple

forms used in laboratory experiments to generate relationships, such as those

In Figure 12 of Chapter 2, for predicting the single-glimpse detection probability.

Data on the single-glimpse detection probability for complex contrast patterns

are not available. Certain assumptions can be made, however, so that the

relationships of Chapter 2 can be applied to estimate the single-glimpse detect-

ion probability for military vehicles in natural terrain settings. These assump-

tions are based on the best evidence available to the author on Lhe detection of

objects under natural (field) conditions as opposed to artifical (laboratory)

conditions. Since no significant work on the detection of natural objects in

complex surroundings is in evidence, the authors intuition has played a major

role in the development of this chapter. The simplifications and assumptions

which have been imposed were necessary to prevent the problem from growing

without bound. Since the mechanisms by which visual information is integrated
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into perception are not completely understood , the major results from

Chapter 2 serve as a framework for a model of glimpse probability to be

developed in this chapter. Following the development of the glimpse model,

Chapter 4 will be devoted to a discussion of a model of detection probability

based on this glimpse model. In addition, a meins of testing the validity of the

model based on detection-time data will be discussed.

In this chapter, the target is represented as a simplified three-

dimensional form. The size. of the highlighted and shaded area of this target

representation are related to the position of the fluminati source and the

observer. Then, a method is presented for predicting the contrasts that the

highlighted and shaded areas have with each other and with the background and

foreground, respectively. This method is based on reflectance data collected

for oommon background features (trees, grass, etc.) and for materials similar

to tank armor. Each highlighted and shaded area is regarded as a separate

visual stimulus. Methods for determining contrast thre'holds and glimpse

probabilities for each area are proposed. Next, a theoretical relationship is

presented relating the different glimpse probabilities to one representative

glimpse probability for the target.

44
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Determination of 'Apparent Contrast

The inherent contrast, Co , of a point source, P, is defined as

C L P- L B

- L(.1

LB

where Lp is the luminance of the point and LB is the luminane of the area

surrounding that point, i.e., Its background. Both luminances are measured

at zero distance from the point. If the point and Its background are on the same

surface, C., as given by 3.1, would be referred to as inherent internal contrast.

That is, the inherent internal contrast, C0 , between any two points within the

target with luminarce L1 and L2 , respectively, is defined as:

L-L
1 2 L > L

1 2L2

C 0  0 L1  L2  (3.2)

L - L1
L2 I L1 .,'L1

The inherent contrast of a point within a homogeneously illuminated flat-

surface target would usually be zero since Its background wontd be part of the

same target. Thus, it is common to speak of inherent edge contrast, CEO, as

(Dntley, 1964)
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LB

where LE Is the luminance of a point on the edge of the target and LB is the

luminance of the background directly behind this point (along the observer's

line of sight) both measured at the target. When the target and its background

both have uniform luminances, edge contrast is identical to the contrast of an

internal point with the background. Thus, the distinction between edge contrast

and internal contrast is usually not made for such situations.

The apparent contrast, C, of an object is related to its inherent con-

trast, C o, by (Middicton, 1968),

C Ce O (3.4)

o 3.912ith

where R is the targct.-to-observer range in meters, =the

attenuation coefficient of the intervening media, mid R* is the meteorological

range in meters. Meteorological Range (Also called the standard visibility

or standard viual range) is defined by Dudel (1967) as

...an empirically consistant measure of the visual range of a
target; a concept developed to eliminate from consideration the
threshold contrast and adaption luminance, both of which vary
from observer to observer. The meteorological range is the
distance V in the block target form of the visual range formula,

1 I

V= - In- -.r .



0*aIV-o ,the extuatlo ooecmgle of the Atmosphiereb

at the Una ad place In question."

Records ofthe variation in meteorologcal range, R. ,b oo theay andL

math of the year for a given aret can usually be obtained from looal weather

stations. A sample of such records for a German weather station is given in

Appeaft A.

Irregularities in the surface of military vehicles cause the target

to have a multitude of inherent contrasts for any particular level of illumination.

In the following section, the target is represented ad a simple three dimensional '

form so that variations in inherent contrast across Its surface can be predicted.

hNMWp~ied Vehicle Representation

* B06h combat vehicles and their backgronds are tar from being of uniformI

luminance. The pattern of luminances presented to an observer is complex and,f

f or practical purposes, unpredictable. Dwitley, (1964), states that:

"The shape of an object is ordinarily of minor consequenceF

composed with the effect of its angular size."
Based on this fact, in this section the shape of the target is simplified by reduacing

Owe target arm to a sphere so that the analytic geometry Involved in calculating

highlgted and shaded areas is uncomplicated. Vf this approximation to the

S trget shape were not made, the analysis necessary to calculate apparent sizes

of the target areas would b-- extremely diffxult. Precedent for this simplifica-

tics is discussed by Ryll (1962). In addition to the geometry prcblem, as is

discussed in Chapter 2, Owe majority of detection data available is for circular
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\Apparent Length U
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/"\-Direction of Travel >

I¢ Line of Sight ;

Fig. 14.--Apparent Size of a Tank-Type Target
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The riatons in contrast across this sphere's surface cam readily be described

In, terms of its orientation with respect to the observer, the lUlfMttng source,

mWd featu~res of th3 background; and the reflectance propertise of the target's a

surface and of the background. The characteristics of the sphere most closely

approximating the obterver's image of a tank in the field are developed below.

The top view of a rectangular tank-type target o length U height V,

and width W, Is shown in Figurel4 moving at an angle Y with the observer's

line of sight. Such a targot, when on level ground, will appear as a rectangle

having a height V and length U given bya :,

Ua U sin T + W cos (.)

when viewed from ground level. The sphere approximating the rectangular

target will appear as a circle to the observer.

Theangular size, 1 In minutes of arc, subtended by the diameter of

i circle having an area A equivalent to the area of this rectangle is

11 B 6875.6 (A (3.6)

* where R is the distance to the target, A VU a1 and Is givon by equation 3.5 4

* Sinc the probability of detecting a rectangular target of area A is essenially

!?" equal to the probability of detecting a circular targot of 00 am are. (te.

, o'

9 'ksI



Chapter 2) , the visual anglo fl, given byequatioa.6oan beusIdn Figure 12

of Chapter 2 to determine the threshold contrast of the rectangular target. Thus,

the rectangular tank-type target is ooncepttllsod as a *olvle whose diameter

tnds an angle 0 at the observer's eye when viewed from a distance R

as given by equation *. The predominant contrasts of this spherical target

representation with its background and foreground are discussed below.

Under natural lighting the lower surface of a tan-type target and also

the spherical target would almoet always be shaded and some part of the top

surface would be highlighted. Let these surfao areas be referred to as:

A H the highlighted pa1t of the sphere's surface exposed to the
observer, and

AS the shaded part of the sehere's surface exposed to the
observer.

Five distinct contrast values can be obtained: the contrast of each area with

the targats background and foreground and the internal contrast existing between

the areas. According to arguments presented below, only three of these con-

trasts:

70

7As was mentioned earlier, detection data is best tabulated for circular
targets of uniform luminance silhouetted against a uniform luminance background.
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CH B ' the apparent contrast of the highlighted part of the object with
the background,

CSF - the apparent contrast of the shadowed part of the object with
the foreground, and

C, a the apparent internal conrast,

are considered as being important to the detectal~1ity of the target.

There are two reasons for not considering either the contrast of the high-

lightod area, Al, with the foreground or the contrast of the shaded area,

AS, with the baokgrouad. First, the foreground will not appear adjacent toaH

esu the target is completely backlighted or in the shadows cast by terrain

features which block the sun's rays. Similarly, background features will

rarely appear adjacent to A5 unless the target is completely frontlightod.

Second,when an area is silhouetted against a background of nonuniform

luminance, that part of Its area which has the highest contrast would

be moat important it. determining its detectability. The question considered

net is how these three contrasts can be combined to give one value of contrast

which can be used to obtain a single glimpse detection probability for the target.

8A procedure to determine whether or not the target is in the shadows

cast ;y features in the background is presented later In this cbapter.
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According to our assumptions, the spherical target will appear similar

to the circular targets shown in Figure 15. From impection of Figure 15, it

can be seen that as the relative size of a high-contrast are dscreases its

Fig. 15.--Example Illustrating the Importmae 2
of High Conts

significance to the observer decreases and the significance of the edge contrast

increases. This effect would probably be even more pronounced with more

complex shapes and nonuniform backgrounds where there may be many such

small high-contrasted areas across the face of the target and within the back-

ground itself. Thus, to obtain a single contrast measure representative of the

target, it wuld seem logical to combine values of the edge and internal con-

trasts. redundant and the relative sizes of its contrasted rea. However, it is

not clear how these different weights should be determined. For example,

for targeta shown in Figure 15, values of the two edge contrusts are much lower

tan the Internal contrast measrued at any point aloq the iateretlon of the

black and wIte areas oi the target. If each al the" Vws were weighttd evenly,

'I "IS
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one would obtain a oontrast somewhere between the high internal contrast and

the lower of the two ekre contrasts. Altoh it is clear that the internal con-

trast is most important in this case and should receive a greater weight, there[

is no known mnethodology for determining this relative weight. In the following

section, the cotrs CHBI S SF' and CIO between the different pairs of con-

trastad areas of to target and surroundings are treated as Iidependent stimuli

and the theoretical glimpse probability for the whole target.

EstIxnation of Gli!W@ Probability for Simplified Target2

bm the previous section the target was conceptualized as a spherical

solid presenting three contrasted areas, CBCF and CIO to the observiar.

Little is known about how patterns consisting of different contrasted areas

stimulate the visual system. About all that can be said is that each contrasted

area should contribute to the overall detection stimulus in proportion to the in-

tensity of Its contrast and the size of the contrasted area relative to the size of

the whole pattern. The relative importance of size (angular subtense) and in-

tensity of contrast in determining detection probabilities for a single homo-

geneous target is reflected in the formula .for glimpse probability, g, given

In Chapter 2, aquion 2.l4.1hus, instead of using the magnitude of eachecon-

trast, C HB' CSF, and C,, and the respective sizes of these contrasted areas to

* determine some average (effective)oontrast to be used, It Is more reasonable to

treat these areas as three distinct taigels with Slap"e probabilities, 9H11
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gSF and g,, Treating these targets as if they were independent, i.e., assum-

ing that the probability of detecting any one of them in a single glimpse is

independent at the probability of detecting any of the remaining two, then

g 1 - (1 - gHB) (1 - ( 1 - (r, 3.7)

where g in the probability of detecting at least one of the objects in a single

glimpse.

to support this contention, Morria (1959), states: r

"the discernible elements of the patterned target may be considered
as several independent targets simultaneously viewed, each with
its own detection range"

From equation 2.14, in Chapter 2, the probabilities gF andgI

are given by:

it 1 € L H ' (3.8)

SF/HtB ')
.434J

'/KCt (OSI SF~ tS.9)
gSF [434

I .J1 (3.10)
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9
where it is understood that C CSF, and CI, are apparent contrasts. The
threshold contrast, Ct (a), of a circular target whose diameter subtends an

anglo, 0, at the observer's eye is shown sketched in Figure IL of Chapter 2
for different values of adaption brightness (luminance of the surrounding area).10
These data are not directly usable in equations 3.8,3.9 and 3.10 since the pairs of

areas corresponding to the contrasts, CHB, CSF' and CI, will rarely be

circular even for a smooth-surface spherical target. Thus, n US 0 and
Q,, must be interpreted as equivalent angles. Means of approximating these

equivalent angles are given in the ensuing discussion.

A spherical target will appear circular to an observer with shadowed
and highlighted areas as shown in Figure 16, depending on the angle which the

light rays strike the target. Consider the diameter, d of this circular area
sundrawn parallel to the sun's rays. This diameter will be partially highlighted

and partially shaded as illustrated in Figure 17. The fraction P of the diameter

U d highlighted is given by:
sun

+ (lcos (90 - a)co ) (.1
2

* 9A feld tactor K=6.5 Is used as recommended in Chapter 2 since allfactors used to calculate the field factor are present.

10 An accurate tabulation of these data Is given n Bush (1946).

*p
- ~ K.> N
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A0 -I

Fig. 16. -- Examples of Shading on Simplified Representation of
Target

where a is1 the sunl zenith angle and 6 Is the azimuth angle of thc observer's i

path of sight relative to the sun.' Methods for computing the highlighted sur-

face area of sphcrical targets, such as shown in F igure 16 , are very complex.

It ts assumed that the highlighted area can be usefu approximated by the area of

the highlighted segment shown cross-hatched in Figure 17; an expression for this

area is given below:

2 2 -1
7r d -d sin {1800 + 2 sin (cos 6 cos (9 0-a))1 (0 P 0.5)
1440 8

A (3.12)
H rd2 7rd 2  d2 sin {180 -2sin-1 (COS (9-) cos)) 0

4 1440 +8 (.55P 510

The anglles, a and 6, .irc discussed later in this elhapter.
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2 2 2 -1
7d 7rd~ d sin (180 + 2sin (cos 5cos (90 -a) 0 <0P 5 0)

4 1440 8

A SF(3.13)

2 2 0 (05P110
lid _d sin {180 -2asi (cos (90 -a) c a ) (.5 P .
1440 8 H

where d daun is given by,

2VU

ax

The angles, 0 I and 0. subtended by the diameters of circular objects

having areas A and A respectively, cnbe cllted uin eqation 3.6.
If A5 cncsa sgcu r

In the case of the internal contrast, CV, It is assumed that the larger of

the two areas, A if and A. I Is the background against which the other area

is silhouetted. Thus, the angular subtense QZ of the o bject having at contrast

iit
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The angular subtenses Qt , 1S , and Vi then, are used to determine the

single glimpse probabilities given in equations 3.9, 3. 10, and 3. 11.

The apparent contrasts C11 , CS  and Ci, are dependent on the in-

herent luminances of the foreground and background features, and of the shaded

and highlighted parts of the target. A means of predicting the luminances of

the target's surfaces and its surroundings is discussed below.

Luminance Prediction

The inherent luminance, L, of a surface depends on its directional '

reflectance, p, and the illumination, I, striking that surface. The directional

reflectance, P, of a surface is defined by Gordon (1964) as: ". . . the ratio of

- inherent luminance in the direction of the specified path ot sight to the total

* illuminance on a fully exposed horizontal plane at ground level." That is,

v"

L PI , (3.14)

where p is a function of the impinging light's incidence angle for direct illunina-

-- tion and the distribution of incidence angles for indiret illuniitation.

Brown (1952) has determined the total illumination, in footeandles, for

an unobseured sun as a function of the sun zenith angle cL. These data are

reproduced in Figure 18. As shown in this figure, the illumination when the

Mm is at the horizon (sun zenith angle 90o) is approximately 70 footcandles,
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while, when the sun is directly overhead (zenith angle 00), the Illumination is

approximately 10,000 footcandles.

The directional reflectance, p, of a surface is a function of the azimuth

anWle, 6, of the path of sight relative to the sun, the zenith angle, 4, of the path

of sight, the wavelength of the impinging light rays, the surface roughness, the

atmospheric conditions, the sun zenith angle, a, and the sun azimuth angle,
12

(Gordon, 1964). The angles a and 0, which describe the position of the sun

In the sky are illustrated in Figure 19. The angles 6 and + which describe

the position of the observer relative to the sun and target, respectively, are

flhtrated In Figure 19. In Figure 19 the target is assumed to be at ground t

level, whlle the observer can be considered either elevated (4 " 0) or at

ground level ( 0).

Scripps Institute of Oceanography (Gordon, 1964; Boileau and Gordon, *

1965; Gordon and Church, 1966) has measured the directional reflectance of

several common background surfaces for various values of the angles a, 4),

and 6. These measurements are in TablesB. 1,B.2, andB.3ofAppendixB. The

* greatest amount of data are for an unobecured sun at a zenith angle of 40 to 45

degrees. The sources of tose data were contacted and data for other sun angles

and weather conditions other than a clear sky were found to be unavailable.

1 his functional form is not known, so empirical moasurements of
these conditions had to be iwed.

04 .
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The effect of the sun position and meteorological conditions on surface reflectance

is discussed 2;: Appendix B. The use of the data of Table B.3of Appendix B for

predicting the luminance of terrain feitures Is discussed in the next section.

Lumlnance of Terrain Features

The luminances of terrain features directly behind and in front of the

target, I.e., in its background ana foreground, are required to determine the

contrast of different areas on the target. First, the location of the target

relative to the sun and the observer, and the directional reflectances of the

background and foreground features along the observer's line of sight to the

target must be determined The steps necessary to determine the luminances

of terrain features in the target's foreground and background, are outlined in

the flow chart shown in Figure 20. The data required ,.s input t9 the calcula-

tions appearing in this flow chart are:

1. the target's coordinates, (Xt, Yt' Zt).

2. the observer's coordinates, (Xo, Yo0 Zo),

3. the sun azimuth angle, 13,

4. the location of the different terrain features on the battlefield,
such as meadows, grass, trees, and roads, and.

5. typical horizon sky luminances, such as those given in Table 7
taken from Duntlcy (1C.6; 1948). A value for sky luminance would
be determined before each DYNTACS run and used throughout the
battle.

As indlcated In Figure 20, the directional reflectance, p, of the back-

grourd featurc whose luminance is to be calculated from equation 3.14 can be
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TABLE 7

HORIZON SKY LUNUNANCES
(not a function of location of the illuminating source)

Description Luminance (ft-L)

Full daylight 1000
Overcast sky 100
Very dark day 10
Twilight 1
Deep twilight 10-1
Full moon 10-2
Quarter moon 10-3
Starlight 1-
Overcast starlight 10-5

determined from Table B.3of Appendix B given the azimuth angle, 6, of the path

of sight rel.ative to the sun and the zenith angle, 4,of the path of sight. Thus,

the luminance, L, at a point on the surface of a terrain feature exposed to direct

sunlight is determined from the sun's direct illumination level, I by

DD

where I is given as a function of the sun zenith angle in Figure 18, and the re-
D'

flctance, P, of the terrain feature can be determ-ined from Table B.3of

Appendix 13.Since the data on the dir ectional reflectance of terrain features
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exposed to Indlirct lilumination (in shadows) are not available, it must be assumed

that the datu of Appndix B apply to both directly and Indirectly illuminated sur-

13
faces.

Thus, the inherent luminance, L, at a point on a surface of a terrain

fMature exposed to indirect illumination is calculated from

L PI (3.16)

where P is read from Table 9.1 ol Appendix B, and 1~is the indirect Illumina-

tion from the sun. Equation 3.16 can be written as

14
where SR is the ratio of indirect to direct Illumination from the sun. A

graph, prepared from data given by Brown (1952), of the ratio SR versus the

sun zenith angle a is given in Figure 21,

Methodology for determining whether a target or its background (or both)

are in shadows and the effect of such shadows on the single glimpse detection

probability are discussed later in this chapter. T'he following section describes

how target-to-background contrasts are determnined given the illuminances of

background and foreground features.

1Thsassumption was discussed with Miss J. Gordon of the Scripps
institute of Oceanography.- She agreed with the authors suppositions.

14Direct Illumination includes both Illiumination from the illuminating
source directly and the indirect(p revai ling) illumination. Indirect Illumination
is only the prevailing part of the illumination from the source.
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Taret-to-Daokroud Contrast

Once the luminance of background and foreground terrain features are

calculated, the fnh 'nt contrasts, CHBO, CSF ° and C can be determined

from equation 3.3 providing the luminances LH and N of the highlighted and

shaded parts of the target, respectively, can be specified. Then the apparent

contrasts, CHB, CSF, and C, can be determined from CHB, CSFo and

Co using equation

The inherent luminance, L , of u point on the highlighted part of the

target is given by

LHIDPH.(3.18)

where ID is the illumination from the sun on the highlighted surface and :

Is the reflectance of the surface at that point. Similarly, the inherent

luminance, LS, at any point on the shaded part of the targt is

L -SIDP , (3.19)8 RD S

where P. is the directional reflectance of the target when indirectly illuminated

and SR is given in Figure

The surfaces of combat vehicles are quite different than those of

components of the terrain. Because of the special nature of the finishhigh-

lights and shadows are created when illuminated by a source such as the sun.

Duntley (1964) ext)lains that:

--



"Man-made surfaces invariably exhibit pronounced gloss chai-acteristics,
parUcdlarly wheii the solar zenith F..igle exceeds 609"

Because of the -omplex nature of the Targets surface this is certainly not anl

uncomimon event. For this reason, unlike the surface of terrain features, the

refloctanee of surfaces highlighted and shadled are corsidered to have different

reflectances.

Gordon (1964) measured the directional reflectance of variously oriented

surfaces of an olive drab painted ohjcct for a sun zenith angle of approximately

40o. Most values ranged from 0. 10 to 0. 26 but readings as low as PK 01 and as

high as 0. 490 were recorded. Values of 0. 10 and 0. 26 were chosen to be

representative of the refitctancc of shaded and highlighted surfaces, respectively;

that Is, it i8 assumed that P~ 0. 10 and P 1 = 0.26. For these values of re-

flectance, the luminances of the highlighited and1( shaded parts of the target are

L it 26lID (3.20

and

L ,(3.-21)10 .IO SR

respectively. rhe lumninances of the highligbted and shaded parts of the target's

surface, as calculated abov% * are utsed to dctermidne the linherent contrasts,

Z3
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CH C and C ,of the target's .urface with its surroundings, as out-
HB SF0

lined below.

According to equations 3.20Oand 3.21, the nherent internal contrast, CI~

is given by

1) D (3.22)

which reduces to

.(3

The inherent edge contrasts, C and C ,are given by
HB0  SF0

HB0 (3.24)

CSF Ls F

where L and L., the luminances of the highlighted and shaded parts of the
H

target, arc given by equatiors3.2O and 3.21, respectively, and meansi for de-

termining the luminance's L aMi L of the background Andl foreground for
BF
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both direct and humlroe.' Illumination were discussed earlier in this chapter

(see equations 3.15 aixt 3.17 Itshouldbe notedthatwhen the target and its back-

ground (or foreground) are subject to the same illumMnation, I.e., either direct

or Indirect, the edge contrasts C and C reduce to the ratio of the

difference in the reflectances of the target and the terrain feature to the re-

flectance of the terrain feature. That Is, if p is the reflectance of the back-

ground and P is the reflectance of the foreground, we have
F SA

PH - P anp

and

ilumnae fetr s Fh re4eacsP n Fo hs etrsa ela

SSF4 4

where P and P b the directional reflectances of the highlighted and shaded

parts of tho target, respectively. Thus, as a result of our assumption that the

data of TableB.3of Appendix Dl can be used for either directly or indirectly

illuminated foatures the reflectances p and of thes features s well

the contrats C and Cwill be the sam for direct and Indirect illumina-
0 0

tioi. Iow ver, l hadows, which cause the target to be indirectly illuminated,

st.ill affect the single glimpse detection probab1ive, g. an C~p as pointed

out In 0.e following section.

AtI
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Effect of Shadow.

As the sun zeonlh angle changes, shadows are created on the surlaCes

of the terrain features facing away from the sun as shown in Figure 22. These

shadows may cover the target if it is close to the feature, or serve as the back-

ground for the target If It Is not close to the feature.

To determine whether a target is within a shadow created by a terrain

feature, such as a forest, a line is extended from the target to the sun. If

this line intersects some part of a terrain featare, it Is assumed that the target

to In the shadow of that feature. In such cases, neither the target nor its back-

ground and foregrotud arc directly illuminated by the sun. As pointed out in

the previous section, the assumption that the reflectance values given in Table

of Appendix B hold under indirect as well as direct illumination implies that a

target In the shadow of a feature will have the same contrast as a target in the same

location when it and its background are both illuminated directly by the sun

(see equation 3.4 However, this asswnption does not imply that the single-

glimpse detection probability for a target located in a shaded area is the same as

that for a target exposed to full sunlight. As can be seen from equations3.8, 3.9

andU the single-glimpse detection probability for two targets of equal contrast

will vary with the relative magnitudes of their threshold contrasts Ctfl). The

threshold contrast, in turn, depends on the luminanco of the background (see

4"'1
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Figure 12 of ',V& 3e). For backgrounds exposed to direct Illumination, this

luminance i 3,, u trninid from equation 3.15 whereas for indirec& illumination

this luminance is givea by equatioD 3.17. A

Shadows also can affect the glimpse probability giB without actually I
coverlug the target by changing the lumtnance of the background against which

the target is silhouetted. To determine if the target's background is shaded .

(in a computer simulation), a line of sight throtgh the target is extended until

it Intersects some point on the terrain, and, then, a line is extended from that

point to the sun. If this latter line Intersects some point of a terrain feature

within the bounds of the combat area, the target's background is considered

to be shaded. Then, the luminance I used in equation 3.24 to calculate the

contrast of a target silhouetted against a shaded surface of a terrein feature is

calculated using equation 3.17.

Discussion

More realistic predictions of glimpse probabilities could be made by

improving the description of the luminance properties of background ad fore-

ground features. For example, substantial improvements could be made If

directional reflectance data could be obtained for:

1. a wider variety of environmental factors such as meteorological
visibility a(! cloud cover,

2. sun zarJth an[glo other than 45",

-- 5
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3a, a widor range of the agles 0, an

4. various degrees of almdrb g aid

5. ambient light levels aas..Aated with twilight or nighttixme.

In addition, descriptions of target luminance patterns could be improved by the

colloction of reflectance data for various orientated surfaces of the different

materials commonly used to make tank armor.

Luminance measureme*s at various points on tank vehicles were

taken by Ballistic Research Laboratories (owns, et , 1965) under a variety

of meteorological conditions. These raw datp. are in the form of continuous AA

graphs of surface luminance at constant distance positions along the tank as

shown in Figure 21. In this figure, luminance is measured at each trace
*C along the x-axis. However, reduction of these data into a usable form could

not be accomplished within the scope of this effort. Further study and analysis

of the BRL data would result in more realistic estimates of the following

quantities used in this chapter:

1. the luminance of variously highlighted and shaded surfaces under
different meteorological conditions including different sun positions,
and various levels of meteorological visibility, and

2. the fraetior, of a tank highlighted and shaded for various sun positions.

In addition, analysis of the BRL data could provide the information required to

develop methods for estimating the effect of cloud cover on target contrast and

detection.

M ;4
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AdditionaI rc'nli,;m could 1) gained by Introducing the probability "Ind

- CfL, of l)Ud cobver iIt t' C (IdAcction modlel. Mihen clouds vpss betweent the

sun and eI., rgc t, its in Owe ca!se of a target located in the shadow o)[a terlrain

-vLA~~ 'ffk ir ](~ ~'tU' tion probability is reduced b~ecause ot a genc rl

reductior an the( overall luminatiwe of the scene. The luminance, L13 of the
213

back-. an be cal( ulat(,d, ac. itndiated by equation 3. 1.2 from

p IJ
I' 13

where D ,yould be taken I i ur Table 13.3 of App(endIx B and the illumination, 1,

strikirzg the gro.,nd whvi" fl' un is obscured by a cloud is given in Figure .21.

Th( pi-ob.dilhi, P that a cloud -free lino of sight exists between a target

and the run has benc.tina ted by the Air W !ather Service (1965), as a function

of the sun 7Lenith angle DL , for different values of the mecan total percent clood

cover. This proababil ity is given in Figure 25.. The probabi lity, I-PS, that the

target and its immediate surroundinugs are shaded by a cloud, could, with some

further study, bt, ibe- to determine whether or not an object is shaded by a

cloud during the simnulated battle.

~,i-.With mninor modifications, the results of thiri chapter could be used

~j; :;to determine the contrast of the target with its surrounadings at night. A target

illuimineated by nivnonl ight h~ns approximnately the samye nontrast as 0 traget

iLJ.iniale 'Vi he u~ itrivi., thc di'-ctionrii reflect, ),e remais fI'srly

,)0 N," ;
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constant (Gordon, 1964). However the preydat~i~ 11humlnatlon choares. The

direcot illunIixatlon under moonlight conditions, tabulated by Brown (1952) as a

function of the nibon zeAth angle, In given In FIgure 26. However, as ft, d~y-

light shadows will be present within Me objec-t and on the swrfae. of terrain

feature. facing away from the nwon. Aa with daytime coaditlons, the lumin-

am* of a shaded area can be expressed in terms of the ratio, 8 R' of Indirect

* *0 direct illumination (see equation 3.17). However, ditta are not available

for tis ratio for moonlight conditions. As sa Nbri Ieasure, It could be

assumed that values of this ratio given for daylllt$w Figure 21) hold for

the reduced illumination levels at night.
4'

higgs azi Conclusions

In this chapter, the tank-target was represented as a sphere. A method

was given for estming tho Intornal contrasts, C,, between the highlighted and

sbadsd parts of the spherical target and the two edge contrast*: C. the con-

trast of the highlighted part with- the background and C SF the contrast of the

shaded part with the foreground. Relationships discussed between these con-

tmat values and tho single-glimpse detection proboWtity for tso In equation 3AI of

Chapter 2 are summarized ina the flow obartin Figue U? Although the represon-

Ition of the target is very simplified, a more dotailed roprosentation of tho target's

ahapo would be of xhihious value until tho effoct of different coltrnst patterns on
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detection~ cm I b* sccw-~ately dlescribed, That Is, wan Vf a large uuinlr of point

masres of coutmrt couild be prodiotod, It is, at preniit, difficult to say

wbica are most bmpor~nt to the observer ini making a detection.

In M~e %Wt chaipsr 0"~ model in used in a probability model which

~soaobserver performanoe when searching for Ow targt In a conploxc

dlophr. An afttemt to Yalide the mo1 is Also dicusged at the *r4 of the

falkwing chApter.

it I



CHAP'TER 4

PROBAILITY MODEUA

In the Prceding chapter, a model for predicting the probability,

g, that a target is detected on a single-glimpse was developed. By

dividing the target into two distinct areas, one highlighted and one

* shaded, three point measures of contrast were calculated:

C H - the apparent contrast of the highlighted partHE of the target with the background,

C the apparent contrast of the shaded part ofS F the target with the foreground, ad

C - the apparent interal contrast

Using equations 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10, the single-glimpse detection

probabilities giB gSF' and g9 of areas having contrast CHB, CSF ,

and C1 , respectively were calculated. The single-glimpse detection

probability, g, for the entire target wns then related to theso threo

measures of glimpse probability by the equation:

g (1 - 0 gHB) (I -SF) (4.1)

An analytic procedure for predicting luminances of terrain features and

target surfaces ws also presented in Chapter 3. The calculations

required for these luminance descriptions were geared toward efficient

At execution on an electronic computer while preserving the resolution

requirements of the combat simulation. In this chapter, thizs predicted

value of the sirle-glimpse detection probability (equation 4.1) Is

!96
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used in a pwbItty model which accounts for search of the scene

by the observei.

As discussed in Chapter 1, Stollmack (1964) suggests that the

probabl1ty, P 0t , that detection occurs In time t or less Is given by:

P (0 - a d I, (4.2)

whnm ~()Is the conditional detection rate. Two forms of this

conditional rate were suggested In C hapter 1.
14A

* The first, called the 4glimnpse modet" Incorporates the model

predicting single-91ihipse detection probability developed In Chapter 3.

This model yields a continuous function for the glimpse probability of

a target abving with respect to Its surroundings. Since the target Is

moving, such factors as the relative sizes of the highlighted and shaded

areas a-' the cont.asts of thest, areas with the surroundings change.

These changes result In a glimpse probabIlity which Is aI continuous

function of some set of environmental variables and time, g(S,T). Given

this function g(S,T) , the conditional detection rate, X(Y) , can be

written as,

where p Is a function correcting for forms In the scene which abstract

the observer's attention (confusing forms) and A4 Is the glimpse rate.

The second form of X (T) Is a simplification of the first. In

this mode. It is assumed that the conditional detection ratte Is a step

function, changing instantaneously at discrete points in time along
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thssnpidditiuincnb esiuated h methor ofte 98xi1u

11kelihood from detection-timo data. (Such efforts for the continuous 4

* modal would be extremely difficult because of the nature 0.1 the distribut- t

tons Involved .) These estimates can then ba related to values of the
4; A

conditional. detection rote generated by the glimpse model to test the

validity of the glimpse model. However, attempt at validation V ere not 1

suoceiusful bocause ths necessary data could not be obtained. These

difficulties are also discussed In this chapter.

In the following section the glimpse model Is discussed.

TtLe Glimpse Model ,

'rha probability that a target is de~ected on a single glimpse has

been suggested (in C'hapter 3) to be a function of Its internal contrast

Its contrast with the elements of the terrain against which It Is silhouetted,

and the size of the highlighted and shaded areas apparent to the observer.

F'or a moving target, this glimpse probability Is continually changing

*Ince the environmental variables affecting glimpse probability (discussed

In Chapters 2 arnd 3) change with time. Lawson and Stollmack (1968) '4

heve shown thdt the Instalntaneous conditonal detection rate, Ci) at a

timne T, is Ut vi iolrn,

f ~ -P
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wherei t e itimpse rate, p w ~here n Is the number of confusing

form s In ttvt -.een (discussed In Chapter 2) and g Is the Instantaneous

alnglo-gltmpse dtetection probability. Changes In the conditional detect-

!,; 'on rate art most likely explained by changes in the single-glimpse
detection probability. Since the fixation rate,"i, remains essentially

constant (White and Ford, 1960) and the number of confusing forms. n,

4. KIs a function of the scene content not time. With this assumption andA

a single-glimpse detection probability changing with time, equation 4. 3

becomes '

Using the method developed In Chapter 3, the single-glimpse

detection probability for moving targets can be calculated everywhere

along the targets movement trace. For any one scene, a function similar

to that shown In Figure 28 might be expected. As a convention, the

continuous model treating the conditional detection rate as a function of

the single-glimpse probability model developed In Chapter 3, will be

called the "Glimpse Model". Prediction of the glimpse rate,,a, and the

equivalent number of confusing forms in thi scene Is discussed below.

Prediction of the Glimpse Rate and the Equivalent Number of Confusinp
Form s

As discussed In Chapter 2, considerable work has been devoted to

measuring the rate at which fixations are made on a display. This rate

Is a function of varioi'q factors, including the scene content (Townsend,

Enoch and Pry; 1950) 3rxi the display size (E~noch and Fry, 1958). White

01964) sugges Oot !bw.t ons per socond can be expected under most
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i p1 g(ST

Fig. 28. -- Condltiorjal Detection Rate as a Function of Time
for t helItn Scene
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search Wuvi o. This value of fixation rate is widely accepted and has

been used a, st.rrauros models of detection (Ryll, 1962). Boynton,

Elsworth ard Plmer (1958) Investigated the relationship between an

observer's detection performance and the number of forms in the scene

re,3ombling the target in size, shape, and contrast (see Chapter 2).

A relationship,betwear target detection probability, p, the number of 24

confusing forms, n, and the exposure time, T, is indicated by Figure 7

of Chapter 2. The empirical fit given by Ryll (1962) for all target sizes

and contrast investigated in the Boynton, et_.. study is:

[° 1
p ,(4.5)

n' 1.29

• If T, the exposure time is taken to be 1/3 second, the time for a single ,

glimpse, equation 4.5 becomes

p (4.6)

r+ n

This expression can be solved explicly for n in terms of p as follows:

n 10.44 (4.7)

Using this equation, the effective number of confusing forms for the terrain

3oene c.an be predicted If a v~lue of p is known. A means of estimating

- , the value of p for each scene is discussed below.

...................
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11 ar. ,Z!*rver makes fixations at a target soene at a constant rate

1 A, It has b si, shown that the pcobability, P( t), that a stationary target

Is detwoted ir time t or less is

P(t) - AgP (4.8)

where q Is the single-glimpse detection probability determined from

*quatlon 4. 1, and p is the detection probability used in equation 4.7

t predict the equivalent number of confusing forms. Given estimates,

of the detection rate of a stationary target in a natural environment,

an estimate of p , is given by-

A

= /3g, if the fixation rate,u.As assumed to be a constant

3 per second. Substituting this into equatio- 4. 7 yields the expression

(.775)
n -- 10. 44 (4.; 9)

as an estimate of the number of confusing forms in each scene. Dismissed

below is a method of determining a statistical distribution of the number

of confusing forms contained in a typical terrain scene.

Distribution of the Number of Confusing Forms

In the p.Teceding section, a method of estimating the effective

number of confusing fonni in a terrain scene wes suggested.

To make the glimpse rr del completely general, it is desirable to

have a value of the effective number of confutilng forms to eter into

equation 4.4 for a !speclfic terrain type. To obtain an estimate of n, it

la neceusay to measuro detection thm-e for several observers viawing

a. g~tionary targe . Prom thefe datnctor, tirrne, an ettma.t, C.", ok the
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.vo , - 'tod, Substituting this volun Of XInto equation 4. 9,

6r1 6mt1'*k' V5%~kl be cniculatod.

N.- t .% , ixperimontal effort 1.9 Impractical for each scene

bacaugeof~ ioj 4r'o nmbei of possibhi scenes a single oxperiment with

$OvIroI CkIIDUOdlk'tlon of terrains \would permit the dotormination of a

statintical distribution of the mimiber of confusing forms. Typical turrain

clastiflications mro:

1. Mlat, no trees or schrubs, with tall gross.

2. Mlat, ima~ll schtubs zmd gross.

3. Nlat, tries end schrubs.

4. Fiat, barren with trueos In background.

5. Rlling, with schrub s an niroes.

6. Rollntj, with sparse vagetation.

7. Heavily vegetated (junglo).

Of course, the above list contdins only a few of those terrains which

might be considered. Tho choice of those classificatlons depends on

the) environment in which detections are to be expected to occur. Once

a list of the terrain types In which detection might occur have been

compiled, an experiment to determine a statistical distribution of the

number of confusing forms is nocassary. Suggestions for planning such

an experiment art., jlven below. Given SeVeral eXaMPlIS of one terrain

typoet (ofw tvoicoal taripd locations in the sconas would bie selected. As

soon In t;qu'Utb 4'') all or'llmete of the detoction rate' foi scene Is needed

to c (dCn. "It")a~ til .raL'1t t~ a ~t~kad to fitinJ the ttoi'jots in e-jch

W4 I k 1 1 Q(i 'o 1% 4~ i M-6 di e'tu-) he,
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Then . .. latod using the mothod dlscusosd In Chapter 3 for

predlctinci th %,,,.-q i npse detoction probability. Given IXIj the

effectivu- numt)e of confusing forms, Rij for scene I in the jth terrain

type is (aIculatad (')r:

(.775)= 3qi
t 10 44 -(4.10)

j Ij

Given N values of tho effective number of confusing forms for terrain

type 1, the statistical distribution of nU could be estimated from a

histogram of the data. Stollmack and Lawson (1968) have shown that

for 9 scenes irom the tank rangjes at Fort Knox, the effective number of

* confusing (orn,3 i;s approximately distributed nccording to a Poisson

distribution with a mean of 9. 83. The scenesin this group come from

sevoral different terrain classifications but contain a good sample of

what might be classified as a "Fort Knox" terrain. Since there were

only 9 scenes it was not feasible to classify their content and divide

them into categories, because any further breakdown would reduce the

ize of the sample upon which the distribution of n Is based. To

apply the model, during a simulation run the distribution of the effective

number of confusing fonns is determined by Monte-Carlo methods for

-- each terrain type In which detections are made.

(Time and funds prohtbit the -ompletion of the analysis outlined

4. above since an ,ixter,sive amount of terrain analysis ,and data collecti.n

and r .-,. tc- ,  .': req,hod. Pfrfonianca of the analytic prczadura out-

!!nei !-. t !. , ktI i, *n , . rdd if the :l Inmlpso mo.hol S to U(! spp I

0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I 'o,:i -'' '1::'(uo oritult3!aq stivra1l toria in cl.si f,
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'cMstant fixation rate of 3 glimpses per second and an

estimat', A the equivalent number of confusing form is in a scene,

the protst.; ht,, P*t), :hat a target is detected in t seconds or less

(equat!,. 4. 4) according to the glimpse model becomes:

"J 3g(T)/n dTP(t) =I - e (4.11)

This form of the probability P(t) results from a conditional detection rate

which is a continuous function of time, such as that shown in Figure 28.

In the next section, the form of this conditional detection rate is reduced

to a step function with instantaneous changes at known discrete points

in time during the movement of the target.

The Step Model

The Glimpse model developed in the preceding section yields a

continuous function for the conditional detection rate, )(T) , as shown

in Figure 2 8. In this figure, it is suggested that subtle changes at

finite times in target-background-observer conditions cause changes in

the detection rate at several points in time. Since detection times from

the movies taken by Brown (1966) are to be used to estimate the effect

of changes in these conditions, a statistically significant number of

data points must be available to estimate X(T) for each rate change. In

this section, a simplification in the form of the function X(Tr) is suggest-

ed so that statistical estimates of the detection rates during the target's

exposure time can be calculated. This simplified form of X(T) called

the "step model" is discussed below.

Examination of films of moving targets taken by Brown indicates

that changes in the appearcnco of the target occur soveral times during

Ot-

";6 " ,. a.,
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Its movemt~u the scene. If these changes are Instantaneous and

ref7Ln at sws i&,aentkally conistant level duiring a certain time Interval,

a sirnst~laon oan be made In the formn of X~(T) as predicted by the

Glimpse motiel. If the single-glimpse detection probability Iduring

this time Interval Is a constant g, the conditional detection rate X(1)

Is aconstant given by equation 4. 38 as.

(T g p (4.12) ~

7 whsAu and p, defined previouslyare constant for each scene. The *

thoonditional detection rate, X1 (7') , r the L such time Interval Is given

by,

V0(T k ~p g1 , (4.13)

where g, the single-glimpse detection probability In the Interval 13

calculated from equation 4. 1. If the times T1(I -0, .. . ,N) that the

glimpse probability changes occur are subjectively measured from

xaminetion of the films the functional form of the new X(T) might appear

as shown in Figure 29. (In this figure the form as suggested by the

Glimpse model1 Is superimposed.) In this figure the target becomes

Intervisible to the observer at time To and the conditional detection

rate Is constant )~At known points in time, T 1  1,. .3) the rate0 1

assumes some constant level X(I = 1 ,.. 3) and remains at that lavwil

until time T+ 1 when It Instantaneously changes to a level A n

FIgure 28, It Is noticed that the simplified form of X(T) closely approxi-

mates the continuous from suggested by the Glimpsie model only if the

chnnges in X( Y) ae' esntilly In3tarAOOU This simplification is
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)()according to the
Glimpse Model ~ :

V(')implIfted

0712 3 4

Fi. 9.-SmpifedFrmof'A^r Speipoedonth Frma
Suggste byteGimpeMoe

77



fairly consistant with the conditions actually observed on the films taken

by Brown (19b6). The condition of thetarget does change almost in-

stantaneously at several points along Its movement path. These changes

are caused by several factors:

1.. The target may become silhouetted against another element
of the background, thus, changing Its target -to-bac kgrou nd
contra at,

2. The exposurv angle (angular subtence) of the target may
charge as the amount of the target concealed by some
terrain feature such as a low bush or high grass changes,

3. The orientation of the vehicle may change due to a rise
or fall of the target with respect Lo postion of the observer
and the Illuminating source. This change In orientation
alters the appearance of the target by changing the relative
magnitudes of the percent of the targe highlighted and
shaded,

4. A change In the crossing velocity of the target relative to
the observer, and

S. A change In direction of advance.

According to the simplified model, when an~y one of these or other

events changing the detection rate occur, the rate changes Immediately

of time. Of course, the change In detection rate may not be instantan-

eous but increase or decrease to some conctant level at a constant rate

as a function of time. This case and the problems It Introduces are

discussed at the end of this chapter. in the following section, the

distribution of detection times for a tarqet- motion scene v ith N changes

In Ux. *71?mpse rate la developed.

Distribution of It1 Times

Stolimack MM has developed an ex~vasion for the distribution

SIOf det0ction li 40 3tationarv t -rqot':'N& by a moving observer.

7-I 1 qil
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In this ntts't" -i'nnes In the conditional detection rate occur at discrete

points In ourv .2f as In the Simplified model discussed In the preceding

sectiton '~ --fore, the only difference between the model derived by

AF Stollnack atd the Simplified model Is that rate changes are caused by

target motion rather than observer motion. Regardless of the cause of

the change, the distribution of detection times is the same if the condi-

tional detection rates are the same. The distribution of detection timas

for the Simplified model Is discussed below. This development Is a

direct extension of the work contained In Stollmack (196S).

In the 5 oeneral Step model, the conditional detection rate (')is

U;a stop function changing at N determinable points In time as shown In

Figura 30. In this figure, the target emerges from a terrain feature at4

time T and becomes completely hidden from the observer at time T0 N
AAt discrete points T1 (I = 0, . .. , N-1) within the movemnent trace of the

target, the conditional detection rate assumes some constant level <

X(1-0,... . N-1) , and remains at that level until time 4. Given' 1+
that no detection has occurred up to the time T, the conditional cumula-

tive probability, P1 (t-T 1 ) that detection will occur at time t or before

7-In the inten.'ai T T Is sequal toIT i1+1

AA /
P(t-T . e tTi) (4.14)

for I 0,.... N-i ,and T1  t r Furthermore, the unconditional

curnulative probabiliiy. P(t) that detection will occur at or before time

t,~~~ whr+I can be written as:
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P(t) P(datection occurs before time T) +

r P(no detection before time T) P(detection

at time t Ino detection before time T)(.5

(TI fL t /.T - l

Denoting the probability the detection does occur at or before time T

as the cumulative probability of detection, P(T) and the probability

that no detection occurs at or before T, QC) a as:

Q(T1) =tl P(TjJ, equation 4.15 becomes,

P(T1 ) + [1 -P (T1i)3 P1 (t - T),

T St T
p (t) - (4.16)4

I =1..N-i1

P(rN) t ZTN

If It Is assumed detection occurs with probability one at or before time

T.

Eqtiatlon 4. IF can be written as:

P(TO) + [QI - ?(T0 )} P0 (t - TO) ,Toit4.Tl

P (T 1) + [I-P(Tl)I r (t -T) Ti4

P~t) (4.17)

"N- N-1 ,N-I N
+ (Tt- t ?T~'

In equation 4.17, the probability, P(t) that detection occurs at

or before time t, where To t Tifis Written

P t P( 4. - Pr aI j P (t TO) (. 8

1r



! If the tanj, ,t nitially completely hidden, the cumulative probability,

.P'T0) , of detection at or before time TO Is equal to zero. SettingTo#

~~the Ini.tial appearanee time equal to zero, equation 4.18 becomes:

1P~~~tl1 = ,0 _-P(0) P0(t -0)

which reduces to

Pit W Po(t) 
-

0

11

Furthermre'' ntalcopelyidn, the cumulative probability, Pt fdtcindrn hsh e In peran ti eq2 tkzefrom equation 4.4 .1 8ecomes b :
P(t) = (+ - l.P() Pe-

t0 (t 0)

on the cumulative probability tt ectoest < 1 .

at Frhefore, tme T ulTive probability, sPiven by deqution 4.in the as,

P~
Pt) 1 - TtT T (4.21)

Futh ore, the cumulative probability, tt oft detection durursinte

I second timoe itieraT1 This proakilin froive equation 4.1 giesby

The probability, P1 (t - T1 ) , that detection occurs in the time interval

(T, T2 ) given by equatiom 4.14 is:

- .. I~It - T)

Plt- T1) I "'1 t <T 2  (4.22)

~Sut~titutIng 4.21 and 4.22 into 4.20, the cumulative probability of

tietetion, Pit), at or bofor.e time 0 t .T2 is given by ;
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+ )) (4.23)

P( I e (4. 24,

1,% 3 s,'nil-it mnrwer, the cumulative probability of detection at ')I before

T. is given by:

- (r 2 -T) -) 0"r" -X 1 (T2 -TI) )- (t-T 2 .?(; .e 4- (e (I1-e

4
writ-h recdi.ces Io

-A T1 -\ 1 (T2 -' 1) - \ 2 t-T 2 ) (4.25)

P(t) i - e

Repeating this procedure, tie general form of P(O (equation 4.14) in

th

the t nme intervai is giver, by:
- 0T}- kl(1 2 1  - .. - I _ (T!-T, -1) - Xi(t-Ti )  ]

P(t) - I - e o T(4.26)

whe (TIt1 Ti). and I = 0,... N-l

Furthermore, by definition, at time T or beyond,
N

-01I -XI(T 2 -T I ) - NTNP M~) I- e "'" t T

From the cumulative distribution of detection times, given in eqition

4.26, the probability density function, p(t) of detection times is given

by

* 4
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X0 0'Ot <T 1

e 1

e e T 2 tT

' t O LN(4.27)

(Tj 2 -T 1 ) _.. -X _ I (T -T 1 ) -X(t-T1 )

_T AT -T

T t T
N N

!- he t~tsection, estimation otr the parameters of this distribut-

for fr'rm detection-time data Is discussed. These estimates are used

for comparison with predictions obtait.ed from the Glimpse model

discussed at the beginning of this ct. pter.

Estimation of 1 = 0,.. N-1) fror Detection-Time Data

Estimnates of the conditijonal etection rate for each target preE':nt-

atior can be computed using the ri-thod of maximum likelihood (Hogg

and Craig, 1960). Partitioning the n subjects put on test(having a

chance to detect the target) during the targets movement across the

scerte Into N sets, we obtain:
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deeons In [TT 2 )

detections in

r detctlos in It T(4.28)
*IT

rN.,.1 in IlTN-1 N)

N-1

Aunbiased mraximum likelihood estimator for 0, '~ derived

in ApedxD, Isgiven by,
r

AA (tI Tin1 +TI~ (n 115 %T - 1?

(I8 an estimate of the value of in [iT

r~ , j 1 )h=O..N)the number of detections in the time interval

n =the numbar of l -ervers tested,

T1  (1 0,. ,N) are previously defined, and itra

V41*'" N A -
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1two vaj of the c .ndltionai detection rate given In equation 4.331

shoi~id bo oq-o' alert to that predicted by the Glimpse model for the 1th

tifnti in: niva I ,niation 4 .13 , ind 4 .29,

-n L r) (

_ _ _ _ _ -(.1. 3 0)
r Iu p 91

In this e~quation, ApL arid p,.eie earlier, are constant for eah!cene

(Inde~pendent of the value ot ).Equatior 4. 30 provides a method for

checklnq the validity of the Glimpse model. f the metChod for computing

the aiiqle-giimpse detection probability Is correcZ, the right and )oft

sides ot equation 4.30 should be equivalent. To calculate the glimpse

probaility g,, iven equatiori 4. 30, It isnecessary t esr

certain quantities s-uch as contrast and size from the films taken by

Brown (1966). The detection times used to calculate estimates of

wre obtained from observers viewing these films. A procedure for

validating the Glimpse model by 7atrpai-incy the right arid left sides of

equationa 4. 30 Is di scussed in the following section.

Model Validation

in this chapter, two probability models have been developed, the

first called the Glmpse model, gives the conditional detection rate, c
as a continuous function of several environments variables and time.

The second, called the Step model, approximates XWr) as a step function.

in the Stop model, the detection rate changes instantaneously at disciete

determinable times during the move~ment trace of the target. Given these

ttme.-s, estimates of the reciprocal of the conditional detect-.On rate, 91

A -N o al



for th a k jjtuj\.-1 of rm~vericnt arti calculotble from equation 4.29.

th ~~ithe prodtic ted voueo in thie Lth tirme Intervali,

vnitelation of the model will entail comparison of the right arid left sides

The~ films taken by Brown (1966) were thought to contain sufficient

inomntio to perform this validation. By oxarniningJ the films, any

chaes~. in the valtio of contrast or any of the other varldbles used to

c~aret the sincle-glimpse detoction probability were noted. rhose

chaniQes rould be considered as the tinies that the rate changes In the

Simpi(l.td mo'del (T r, T To calculato the single-glimpse

probdility uslinq the methodm of Chapter 3, the following quantities

viuld hatve to ho measuted at several points along the movement trace

of trne target on tho films:

I1. The apparent contrast of the highliighte.d target area
with the foreground,

2. The ap-,rent cotrst of the shaded target area with
the background,

3. The apparent contrast of the highlighted target area
with the shaded target area,

4. The horizontal and vertical angular subtenso of the
Larget, and

S, . The relative amounts of the target area which are
highlighted and shaded.

in additon to these measures at sovitrai noints ~alonc the movement trnoe,

the &,%me qiiantsties must t.'e deot~rrnined for thn slides froin v hIch the

rvtton-fimne d~t a~rL- iusod to calcul~te the effective nu.mber ot
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confusing forms given by equation 4. Given all of the above data, the

conditional detection rate In the th time interval Is determined from:

whore n is given by equation 4.9, Is a constant 3 per second, and gl

s given In 'Chapter 3 as:

= I - (I g ) --

and g1 , gliB, and g., are calculated from equations 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10

Sresapectively.

Attempts at Collecting Data for Validation

Unfortunately, attempts to collect the data necessary to validate

the model were unsuccessful. Upon careful examination of the films

taken by Brown (1966) several difficulties were encountered which pre-

vented collection of useful data. These difficulties were caused ."

primarily by the quality of the movies taken. They include:

1. The film resolution was not adequate to permit separation
of the target Into distinct areas of highlighting and shading.

2. The film, when examined at normal operating speed (24
frames per second ) was quite clear and details seemed to
be distinguishable. However, examination of individual
frames revealed a great deal of smearing. This Is due
to a slight motion in the film as It moved past the shutter
when the original films were taken

A Prichard photometer with a six-minute aperture was used to measure the

luminance of various points around and within the target to obtain

estimates of the target-scene contrast. Because of the problems with

resolutlon discussed above, Inconsistant and often contradictory values

of contrast were obtained. In addition, it was extremely difficult to
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measunr the angular size of the target during its movement. This

problem is also related to the resolution problem discussed ear!her, since

no clearly'defined border between the target and Its background was

present when viewed on an increased scale.

Summary and Conclusions

Two models predicting probability that detection occurs in a time

t or less have been developed in this chapter. An attempt was made to

study the correspondence between the two models by comparing the

right and left sides of equation 4. 34 However, to calculate the single-

glimpse detection probability, it was necessary to obtain measurements

of contmst and target exposure size from motion picture films. The

quality and resolution of these films were not sufficient to permit the

collection of the required data in the event such an experiment is con-

ducted In the future, it would be necessary to take the photographs on

a higher qual!ty camera to alleviate the smearing problem Nhich was

encountered. Furthermore, the film taken by Brown was 16 millimeters

In width, making the size of the target image extremely small. It would

seem appropriate to use either 32 or 64 millimeter film for the further

studies. In addition to the better equipment and film, care should also

be taken to focus the image at all points on the scene if possible. The

films taken by Brown were out of focus at several poitits in many of the

In place ofthe Improved filn, measurements of the variables

necessary to calculate the single-glimpse detection probabilities

could be measured in the field. However, it Is felt that the improved

equipment and film will alleviate the data-collection problems more
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'JCO~f. ~ t,~ also creailng a permnaont record of the experimen-1

-t tvd earl fer in the chapter, the cha nqje in the

* -* '.(-t~;rae my otbe intntaneous as assumeriIn the

* ~the C rvcditlindl detection rate, , ~poportiona t"*)

I irlit- m, the ~ ei ntervalI, where

.,...i *..1pro~cedure used !o develop maximum likelihood estimators

t' ) -ko .InIdA ccdlld not be performned by standard algebreic mnethods.

The urni- atfZThtive would be to use i nmorical analysts technique

t'~~~~~~ ~ ~'tit~u~n nd~ . ecaus:3 time.~ and -funds were

i: ,',e thi s a~nlysi s we s not pursued further.

In the next chapter, the two models are summarized and recoinenda-

tions for future research are suggqested.



CHAPTER 5

SUJMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Tho research ptoL'lvm posed In Chapter I was to dovolop a mo'del

k of vistual cintectioti for a combazt computer simutlettion which predict s

doxtion time perfoimranco of an observer searching for a mnoving~ taiget

In a complex terrain scone. As lndicattod In Chapter 2, very little

axperirkrtal work has boon perfortned on the dotectioti of complex -

obta<cts In natural terrain displays. In this literature revio\- results
J

of severe I exporlimnrs over the pa st few decades %wero di,is sod in

svkwe detouiI. Tho tosu Its of theise axpertmenits give a clue to the

briabins affecting datection of targots in a complex display as opposed

to those contained i ?i Ibora tory -type. display of uinifojrm lumtiinanco

and content. The problem of deteoction In a r'3moqonoous display has

been troatftd In some ckitail by other , uthors (Lawsou, 1969) , Not

tw %ignificant contributions concerning complex displays are apparent.

A model bused on the intformation derived from rasuilts ot the

expeiriments di scis sod in C hapter 2 and the intuition of the author is

presented In Chaptor 3, which predicts the siutlal-olimpse detect ionl

probability of a target in a natural onvironment. This model treats the

* target as three indepondent objects, each having its own detection

probability. The probability of dotect inti the entire object on a sinikiie

glimpst) is a function of the pz-obabilltios that those three objects are

(Iet(cted . The calcuilatins nacns gary to determine the single-glimpse

4*tsctioin probability aro thisily exo,,-ttblo on an eloctionic COMputeI

makinq tho inodct mipplienble ito a computer-played combeit sliilation,
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Given the single.-glimpse detection probability, 9(r), tle

probability that the target is detected in a display contalnina n forms

rimilar in appearance to the target was shown to be

Pi(t) l 1-ect

wb--teb is the fixation rate. Since the form of the function g('r) was

rot estistable from detection-time data, a simplifying assumption was

made. By assuming g(r) to be a step function which changes at de-

twmJnble times during the motion of the target, an approximation to the 2

,~~twwtiorwl form of g(," ) was made. This simplified functional form per-

soted the estimation of parameters of the step function. An attempt vas

mok to tvlate the estimates of the conditional detection rate from the

simpllfi ,d model to those predicted by the glimpse model. However,

attempts proved futile because necessary data could not be extracted

frow films of moving targets in a natuml tenain scene. Suggestions for

Al!viating this problem in future experiments of this nature were pres-

*imted.

The model which predicts single-glimpse detection probability

relies heavily on a simplification in the shape of the target. A complex

multi-luminance target is soon by the observer. However, no basic

contrast threshold data are available for such targets. Siuce the only

.available data are for circular targets of uniform luminance, it was

necvssary to simpily the target shape somewhat by converting all rect-

anaular solids into spheres having the same cross-sectional area. It Is

obvious that the obtalr'ng of contrast-threshold data for uomplex objects

/,
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viewed against non-homogeneous backgrounds is highly desirable, since

values of contrast threshold for circular targets are very optimistic when

compared with the contrast thresholds of the complex traget-scones. k
In addition to this basic psychaphysical data on contrast thros-

holds, the concept of the term "confusing forms" needs further exaine-

tion. In Chapter 4, it was assumed that distinct objects In the display I
attract the attention of the observer. However, this may not be the case,

since the observer may not select distinct objects to investigate, but

Ij stead may use the total content of the scene to portorm an orderly t
skirch. No search data confirming the latter supposition has been

Wund in the literature. An experiment to Investigate this hypothesis

then~fore peems advlsaole.
The model predicting single-glimpse detection probability presented

in Chapter 3, is completely general. However, its most valid application

Is for a clear bright sunlit day. As the Illumination or visibility decreases,

some of the assumptions used to construct the model become untenable,

so further investigation of the model's validity In these cases is advis-

able before a direct extension is made. These direct extensions have

boon discussed at the end of Chapter 3.

Increased interest has been expressed by the military in the detect-

ion of militarily significant objects at night by either unaided or aided

(optical devices) vision. To extend the glimpse model to ov illumina-

tions, further study of the following factors would be necessary:

1. The concept of confusing forms. It seems logical to
to assume that there are considerably more forms in
the display which compete for attention because detect-.
Ion is so difficult at all but the shortest ranges if vision
unaided.

2. The fixation rate, which most likely changes with
illumination level and possibly other factors.
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APPENDDC A

VISIBILITY DATA FOR THE SEM-BACH,
GERMANY, WEATHER STATION

Figure . 1 inditstes the change In meteorological visibility with the

me-6d the year. Figures A.2 and A.3 illustrate the variation in meteorologi-

&&I vkdhlky with the time of day in the mouths cd April and July, respectively.

T Thee.t~p~xes were adapted from data supplied by the Air Weather Service

(NA1, IM~) for the Sewjbach, Germany, Weatbar Station. Similar data are

bomh"I for other weather stationa. World wide risibility data has been comn- 4

VOW by R. P. Dudel (1966, 1967) of the U.S. Army ?Mssile Command. These4

are in the form of cuinulative distribution functonu similar to those shown

in Figures A. 2andA. 3.
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Fig. A. 2. -- Houirly Meteorological Visibility at Serubach Airport during
April Averaged for 0-2, 4-6, 8-10, 12-14, 16-18, and
9,O-22 L. S. T. Hours
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APPENDIX B

DIRECTIONAL RIE FLECTANCE DATA FOR
REPRESENTATIVE TERRAIN FEATURE

TYPES

Tables containing refludtance datai for several terrain-features are

rivtnm in this appendix. The dat-a of Table B. Iwere iaken under an unobscured

modxerately high sun (a= 400). Values are given for different vazimuth angles ~~~

6 t hb path of sight relatIve to the sun and zenith angles 4of the path of

08Wh. Similar, b!-t much less extensive data are given In Table B.2taken -,--

amder an overcast sky. Table W. gives directional reflectances. for dirt road

wbem the sun is close to the horizon.

The change In the reflectance with obscuration of the sun and changes

in the position of the sun in the sky can be secn from the data of 'rabl-es B. 4

anid .5,respectively. The data of Table B. 4 for a ploughed, moist, sand-loam

*W1, Indicate that directional reflcctuice decreases as the illumination be-

emnes more diffuse (that is, ari the sun is obscured by a cloutd;. The data

of Table .B. 5 for a freshly ploughed dirt road, indicate that directional re-

flectanLce decreases as the sun zenith angle a decreases. -
ti
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TABLE B. 4

CHANGE i REFLECTANCE FOR OBSECURED SUN

Directional reflectance for .7

zenith angle of path of sight - •0ISun a 6 135o

Unobscured 45 90 .112

Obscured 45 90 .092

TABLE B.5 

CHANGE 1,N REFLECTANCE WITH POSITION OF SEN rN SKY

Directicnal reflectance for

zenith tingle of path of sight

a 1800 1500 1200 950

1. Low sun 77.8 90 .230 .264 .314 .458

2. High sun 42.0 90 .226 .229 .247 .270

-(!4
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APPNDIX C

-',NIPLE OF THE I)FEflMTNATION OF AZIMUTH

ANGkE OF THlE PA~TH OF SIGhT RELATIVE TO
SUN~

Given the sun azimuth angle and the observer azimuth angle -y, the

ardnwf anIe' of the pal) of 6ight relatIve to the sun can be oa~cuilated frmm

vwrvle , 1w oo _j, and b a:e illustrated in 'Figure C. L.An example

Mu1rv~? c, Le calculation of 6 1!, given in Figure C. 1.
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1i'g. C. 1. -- Example illustrating the Calculation of the Azimuth
Angle of the Path of Sight
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r oba~ervers; C16t.-t lte tarpt. in ti~Nt.I 'I.

f~ -~ (lbaervern H detet tti talo i rN' 00)
In- f~~tI

1 q)* vj0uAw4Itv : ru~t uucton of 4itt'ction. tlis, given in ChapL4'r I is~,

2' '-2

C- 0 O. kt ~

(4 ' 1  (r 2 - T) - -2( -Ir 0 -T 1(-' 1 N -.1) XN- ft-N-

. - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ N I2r.N lX. XitNl 1
tuti g ixto tin prbalifily den ityflnc.tof, p (t) becotos 4

I'menvuimun joithook ostim.,tLor of xtrsout to bo biausod, terio

t,*oIOrovirrocal of tiAK tauilu it Is unhimaed (Clar'k, i968).
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Giyen these values of PO..... VN I , the probai1bity of the partitioning given in

eqution (D. 1) become.
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th n follows that the likelihood, L, for the sanirp is

'r 0 !'...'rNl!r! ii (O ex- JH= (exp[- (t)TT 1 J

n! 1I

jN l It -rt(1 -T, TH 1____ exp[- TN-1 _eNx- N 2 " '

02* 00 01

0~ ON-1 0N_ 1  00 0_

rr

2 (t --rT T + TI)

0 exp i

000- 0 Zt = 1 O

rl N-1 
4

0

J=1 ON-i L N 0 0 N-

N-le 0t N-2

the natural logarithim of both sides and differentiating with respect to

1(I=,.,N1 we obtain

I ~1=, -r + I r1 (0) (nr T=
0 0 J- g0

which yields

0 J=1 tj + (n - r)T,0~ r 0
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In L (1) (n -r 1 -r 2 ) (T'2 TI)

01 1 "1 =1

r

In L
02

which yieds,

rr

'72

(2)
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ITT~

r

i~ ~ ~ t va' -C!~~ all ofw th observc'sxti :v ~It~t( y~ier

AA

i A t, W-aee 1 - Ow ,1:hpeperty that thL expect: aluey
0~~~~ At prol.t het vleof itw~ parameti te is ( nH d Crig, 19vO'n ;..c

wj A

Given kc ordered observitflons xK, . ,xI of s items placed on test,

.k'hisol and Leone (1966) show that the distribution p(yo
V k-

Yk Zx +s -k +1xk (D. 3)
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k k 1 e-Xyk (D.4)

which t (2X) "1 times a X2 with 2k degrees of freedom. In the case of theI

mexlmum-likelihood estimator given by equation D. 2, n - ' r observers
m=0 m

are available for detection in the Interval T, T+l, and only r. of them do

detect. If there &re a large number of detection times in each :Interval tl
111'

the final detection time in [T T 1 ) approaches Ti+1 . and equation D.2,

the estimate of 61 becomes

i (n ) -T + (n- r+ 1 T(D.S)AJMl rl i )

-

4 V r
i-1

which is of the same form as equation D. 3 with X-T T s (n- r)
(i) -n j=1

k - r1 , end xk (tr - Tt). Johnson and Leone (1966) also state that the condi-

dtonal Atribution of a quantity (xi - X) given x, -Xa , is the same as the im-
vz A

condtttional distribution of x,. Using this fact, the expected value of 0 ,

(Equation D.5) Is gamma distributed, and

Ak t^
E(0)= '91 ri

which proves the unbiasedness.
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